
Activision 
Games cartridge manufacturers 
Activision have just announced 
software cartridges for the Atari 
400 and 800 home computers. 

First titles are River Raid and Spectrum and 
2X81 users: Yo} = Kaboom and their introduction 

Essential 48- Connor softwere tmarket Up until now they have been pro: 
Page guide to } 

add-ons consoles such as the Atari VCS 
and Matell Intellivision 

Both these titles retail at £29.95 
and can be obtained from all 
good computer stores, 
Continued on page 5 

Joystick 
update and 
Spectrum 
amp from 

AGF 
AGF have announced that it is 
reducing the price of its Program: 
mable Joystick Interface to 
£26.95. Cheaper components and 
improved production techniques 
account for the reduction in price 
together with the ommission of 
the second player socket. An 
‘auto-fire’ feature has been 
added to compensate for this. 
The original Interface Module II 
Continued on page 5 
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RP inc. VAT), and the journey starts at 
ny intergalactic computer games shop. 
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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

Lynx dise 
drives 

‘Owners of the Lynx can now add 
‘onupto four 5% inch disc drives, 
each with a capacity of 200K 
(formatted). Each comes in its 
‘own metal case with illuminated 
‘on/off switch and disk access 
light. The operating system, Lynx 
DOS jis fully functional and 
available now. It adds 19 com- 
mands to the existing BASIC and 
allows all disk functions to be 
carried out. Connection is easy 
and made via the plug in disk 
interface with a simple keyed 
cable connector. 

Camputers, 33A Bridge Street, 
Cambridge CB2 1UW 

Latest in the range of war games 
from CCS is War 70, a 
Napoleonic war game in ‘the 
tradition of the great, war games 
that can last for days, and Pacific 
War, a simulation’ set in the 
Second World War on the Battle 
‘of Guadacanal. War games fans 
will remember that CCS won the 
1983 Cambridge Award for their 
Battle 17 program. They are also 
hoping for great things with these 
two new cassettes. 
Cases Computer Simulations 
Ltd, 14 Langton Way, Black- 
heath, London SE3 7TL 

eee 

Joystick 
interface 

with sound 
Rainbow Electronics have just 
launched a new programmable 
joystick interface which is 
dedicated to the Sinclair 
‘Spectrum yet accommodates any 
software, while also offering 
sound amplification to boost the 
weak sound output from the 
Spectrum. 

It can be used to convert those 
‘games that depend on the key- 
board for operation and is 
universally applicable to any of 
the 40 keys. Price is £24 plus 
£1 p&p. 

Rainbow. Electronics, Glebe 
House, South Leigh, Witney, 
Oxfordshire OX8 6XJ 
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Commodore 64 users: ther 
two pages of software reviews 
and an article on programming 

this issue 

Exams coming up? Try the 
£1,000 wordsquare competition 
‘on page 15 and you could win 
educational tapes from Scisoft 

Our great strategy game, which 
starts on page 34, works on the 
BBC and Electron computers 

Design your own characters on 
the Sord MS — just type in the 
routine on page 12 
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SOS OTT WARE 

CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE 
THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES, THE SMOOTHE AND PURE ADDICTION. 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS? SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 
ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD, YOUR MIND? 

pcarac ONLY ee] 50 EACH ; 

eTIneN | Lrg THE GAME | Be & 
Pssst 16/48K Spectrum Lunar Jetman 48K 2x Spectrum 

Ultimate Play The Game is 0 trade name of A ealer enquiries welcome. 



From front page 

River Raid, designed by Carol 
Shaw, is an adventure game in 
which you area fighter pilot faced 
with the task of destroying 
bridges along a river while the 
enemy does its best to shoot you 
down. The further you go, the 
more difficult it gets. Originally 
developed for the Atari VCS, the 
game is now enhanced with 
striking new graphics and out- 
standing sound effects. 

Kaboom is billed as a whacky 
fast action reflex game in which 
you can either be a Mad Bomber 
or a fast catching Bucketeer, 
charged with the job of catching 
his bombs. Again full use is made 
of the Atari computer’simproved 
graphics. 

Activision Software Ltd, Goldins 
Hill, Loughton, Essex IGIO2RR 

From front page 

has been similarly modified and 
will now retail for £13.95 plus 
£1 p&p. 

New from AGF is an amplifier 
and lead switching unit for the 
Sinclair Spectrum. Called Ampli- 
sound, it connects between the 
cassette recorder and. computer 
taking its power from the com- 
puter itself. A three position 
switch allows you to LOAD or 
SAVE without removing any 
leads while the third position is 
for amplifying the BLEEP com- 
mand. Retail price is £24.95 with 
£1 p&p. 

Extender boards are also avail- 
able price £5.95. They provide 
clearance between the back of the 
computer when cased in a key- 
board and peripherals. These are 
available for both Spectrum and 
ZX81 computers. 

AGF Hardware, 26 Van Gogh 
Place, Bognor Regis, West 
Sussex PO22 9BY 

Drawing the light fantastic? 

High-Res Draw program being used with the light pen 

Opalsoft 
Alphabet 

Just out from Opalsoft is 
Alphabet, a game designed by 
David Millidge. Designed as a 
spelling aid for young children, 
Alphabet, costs £6.95 and can be 
obtained from many good com- 
puter stores, or by post direct 
from the company. It is available 
for use with the BBC B computer 
only. 
Opalsoft, 112 Arterial Road, 
Eastwood, Leigh on Sea, Essex 
SS94DG 

‘The AGF Amplisound for the Sinclair Spectrum 

Lightpen technology comes to 
the Commodore 64 with the 
launch of the lightpen and 
‘compatible programmes from 
Datapen. Already experience has 
been gained on lightpens for the 
BBC B, Dragon 32 and VIC-20 
computers; now this is applied to 
the Commodore 64 version. 

There are three programmes 
supplied with each pen both on 
tape and as listing which enables 
the user to incorporate the 
facilities offered easily into his 
‘own programmes. The first pro- 
gram is simply an introduction, 
highlighting all the features of the 
device. 

The second, called colour 
draw, allows the user to produce a 
drawing by transferring the 
colour graphics characters froma 
menu to the desired position on 
the screen, 

The third program, called Hi- 
Res Draw enables: the user to 
produce a drawing down to 200 
by 320 pixel resolution directly 
onto the TV screen. A Sprite 
creator and Editor will be 
available shortly. 

The Datapen Lightpen for the 
Commodore 64 costs £25 
including p&p. 
Datapen Microtechnology Ltd, 
Kingsclere Road, Overton, 
Hampshire RG25 3JB 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 
PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. we will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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Eee era 
ONE PUPIL'S VIEW 

Low cost At £179.95, the HP-S printer 
brings good quality hard copy 

Printer cand) | within the teach of many com- 
typewriter | ee: uses. Column width isa 

full 80 characters with graphics 
capacity and the 9 by 9dot matrix 
printer will use either thermal 
paper or plain paper with a heat 
transfer ribbon. Print speed is 30 
characters per second. The full 
USA SCII character set is 
available plus 63 block graphics 
and 17 international characters 
and symbols, and the HRS can be 
supplied with either RS232C 
serial or Centronics parallel 
interface. 

from Brother 
‘Two new products just launched 
are the Brother EP44 Electronic 
typewriter and the HP-5 printer. 

‘The EP44runs off four 1.5 volt 
batteries, weighs less than Slbs 
and offers ll the facilities of a full 
typewriter as well as 15 character 
LCD display and full RS232C 
serial interface so it can be 
hooked up into most computers. 

‘The 24 by 18 dot matrix printer 
gives letter quality print with full 
ascenders and descenders and can 
print either onto thermal paper or 

Brother Office Equipment 
Division, Shepley St, Guide 
Bridge, Audenshaw, Manchester with a heat transfer cassette 

ribbon onto smooth finish plain | M3450 
paper. As well as the standard 44 
Character keyboard, a second | INteger BASIC 
shift key allows access to an| = QM pilers 
additional set of foreign language 
characters and accents, 

Simple word processing is 
possible with a standard letter 
being entered into the 4K 
memory and stop codes halting 
printing to allow individual items 
such as names and addresses to be 
entered. 

from Oxford 
Oxford Computer Systems has 
developed a set of integer basic 
compilers that allow you to con- 
vert BASIC text files into 
machine code. This allows speed 
improvements of between 100 
and 1,000 times those normally 
achieved and has been developed 
for the Commodore 64, 700/ 
B-128 and the 3000/4000/8000 
business computer range. 

The package consists of two 
compilers — a resident compiler 
for experimentation and a disk to 
disk compiler. Unfortunately 
new programmes have to be 
drafted on the Commodore 8000 
business machine before being 
cross compiled for the CBM 64 or 
700/B-128, although it does 
mean that business programmes 
developed for the 8000 can now 
be used on the other machines. 
Oxford Computer Systems, 
Hensington Road, Woodstock, 
Oxford OX7 IIR 

ctions include a 
tor — four 

arithmetic functions are included 
plus percent and the results can be 
displayed on the LCD display 
alone if preferred. 

As a computer printer the 
EP44 has the RS232C interface 
which allows easy connection to 
any model with a similar output. 
Print speed is 16 characters per 
second and continuous roll paper 
can be used. 

With hardware connection or 
via an acoustic coupler, the EP44 
can be used as a full function 
computer terminal. Baud rate is 
variable from 75 to 1200 and bit 
length can be either 7 or 8. And 
the price? £220. 

The Brother HP-5 printer showing its graphics paces 
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Crazy about 
their status 
symbols... 

About two years ago I got hooked on computers through a 
computer club at my school. I rushed into buying a TI- 
99/4A, which wasn’t for me. I’m not saying it’s rubbish — 
some of the cartridge software can’t be matched and the 
speech synthesiser is brilliant — but I felt its BASIC was too 
limited and slow. 

When I got my TI there were only four, maybe five, 
people in my form with computers. Since Christmas 1 
estimate that more than half now have them. But instead of 
learning on them, all they do is play games such as Jet Pack 
and Horace Goes Ski-ing. 

I think it’s a waste of time for parents to fork out over 
£100 for a computer to play games on when you can buy an 
Atari games player for less than £80. 

To most children the computer is a status symbol. All 
you hear is “*...my computer has more memory than 
yours”, ‘*...my computer has better graphics than yours" 
‘and so on. One boy I know makes fun of the memory of 
another boy’s ZX81. He has a VIC-20. But if you compare it 
with, say, the Commodore 64, who has the skimpy memory 
then? 

Everybody is going computer crazy. 
I’ve recently been bought a BBC micro and I’ve dis- 

covered the benefits of its superb BASIC and graphics. 1 
‘must admit that at first I only played games on it. But now 
I’ve stopped playing games and have nearly finished reading 
the advanced user guide. Other kids are still playing games. 

Children, including me, talk non-stop about com- 
puters. My mum sometimes gets worried about me because 
since I got my computer I very rarely go outside. I just sit in 
my room tinkering on my computer for at least five hours a 
day. 

What really gets me is that some people think that if 
they get a really advanced computer with, say, 128K of 
RAM, proper keyboard and full colour high-resolution 
graphics, they think that the user is also great. 

That's not true, of course. A good programmer on a 
ZX81 could probably write a better and more interesting 
game than, for example, a BBC micro user given the same 
time and effort. 

Julian Shawcross 
Manchester 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to 
present bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions 
or experiences. Your contribution, which will earn a fee, should 
be sent to Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, No. 1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB. 
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‘The contents of the BASIC ROM 
in the Commodore 64 can be 
copied into RAM and then 
altered as you wish — in just the 
same way as the character ROM 
can be copied and then certain 
characters redefined. 

In fact, the copying of BASIC 
is even easier because there is no 
need to switch off the interrupt 
routines. This article will use this 
technique to enable Commodore 
64 users to redefine any error 
message or BASIC keyword — 
and in doing so gain a greater 
understanding of how the com- 
puter works, 

Program 1 shows how this can 
bedone. The loop in lines 10t0 30 
copies the ROM into RAM, one 
byte at a time. Line 40 switches 
‘out the BASIC ROM, so that the 
RAM at the same locations is 
used instead. If you were to enter 
POKE 1,54 without copying the 
ROM, the computer would just 
do a warm start (same as pressing 
the RUN/STOP and RESTORE 
keys), leaving the BASIC ROM 
asitis. 

Note that we are using RAM 
which shares the same memory 
locations asthe BASIC ROM and 
is normally not used. This leaves 
the normal 38K free for BASIC 
programs. 

‘The second part of Program 1 
demonstrates how the BASIC 
vocabulary can be altered. The 
error messages and keywords are 
stored in ROM as blocks of 
ASCII code. Now that the 
BASIC language is in RAM, itis 
possible to POKE new values, 
representing characters, into the 
message tables to define altern- 
ative error messages and 
keywords. 

Line 50 declares the memory 
location of the first character in 
SYNTAX, Line 60 is the string 
which is to replace SYNTAX. 
The loop in lines 70 to 90 takes 
each character in turn and 
POKEs the ASCII code of each 
character into the message table. 

While entering line 60, hold 
down the SHIFT key while 
pressing the last character to be 
printed. The program will take 
about 40 seconds to RUN, almost 
all the time being taken by the 
first loop. After running the pro- 
gram, enter something which 
would normally generate a 
SYNTAX ERROR (not difficult 
todo!) and see what happens. By 
changing the string in line 60 you 
can invent your own alternative 
to the dreaded SYNTAX 
ERROR. 

The last character of each 
message in ROM is indicated by 
being a shifted character. Should 
you forget to shift this character, 
the next message in the table will 
be printed as well. Stringsof more 
than six characters may be used 
(whole sentences may be entered 
if required), but the next message 

10 FOR EVTE=40960 ‘TO 49151 
20 POKE BYTE PEEK (BYTE) 30 NeXT BYTE 
40 POKE 1.54 “REN SHITCH OUT BASIC 
2 
8 
49 REN 
50 Locesi525. 
60 HESSAGES="SILL r 
70 FOR 198 TO LEN NESSAGES)—1 80 POKE T+L0C.ASCCMIDS (MESSAGES, Tot. 1 
30 NEXT 

memory locations 

REN 88 LIST MESSAGES IN BASIC ROM REM #8 HITH THEIR REMORY LOCATIONS 68 
Jo PRINT CHRS<14:FEN LOWER CASE 28 BEGINGAII8 "FINIsH=sire7 GOSUB 100 
38 BEGINe41823 FINISH=d 
40 BEGINes4204FINISHea42 
30 END 
38 
ioe 
118 128 10 
150 
168 170 

GOSUB 100 
COSUB 160 

PRINT: PRINT BEGIN 
FOR BYTE*BEGIN TO FINISH 
PRINT CHRSCPEEK< BYTE) Tr PEEKCBYTE) 3128 OR PEEK(E 
If PEEKCBYTE)=12 THEN PRINT 
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on 

write your 
own BASIC 
---cilmost 

It’s easy to tinker with the 
BASIC in the Commodore 64 — 
and gain more knowledge of 

the computer at the same time. 
S. A. Sassoon explains how to 
use his two short routines 

Program 1 — copies the BASIC ROM into RAM 

9 REM #48e COPY BASIC ROM INTO RAN #408 

REDEFINE SVITRX ERROR oon 

Program 2 — lists the computer's BASIC vocabulary alongside the 

THEN PRINT: PRINT BVTE*! 

in the table will be corrupted. In 
the case of SYNTAX error, the 
RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB 
error message will be affected. 

Program 2 will list the com- 
puters’s vocabulary in the BASIC 
ROM alongside their memory 
locations. 

The messages are stored in 
three blocks within the ROM. 
The first of these, which is by far 
the largest, contains all the 
BASIC keywords and error mes- 
sages — including a few file errors 
not mentioned in the manuals. 
The second block contains 
general messages such as 
“READY.” and the third holds 
the two INPUT error messages. 
By altering these you can avoid 
the’ rather disconcerting 
“REDO FROM START" and 

XTRA IGNORED" mes- 
sages from appearing while your 
programs are running. 

‘These messages are terminated 
by acarriage return (ASCII value 
13) rather than a shifted 
character. Also they must not be 
replaced with a string of greater 
length. 

Lines’20 to 30 of program 2 
give the memory locations of the 
three blocks, Each location is 
passed to the subroutine at line 
100. This subroutine PEEKs each 
location in turn and prints the 
value as a character. If the 
character has shifted (has an 
ASCII value of more than 128) or 
is a null character (ASCII/ of 0) 
or is a RETURN character 
(ASCII value 13) then the next 
location is printed on a new line. 

While entering Program 2 
don’t forget the semi-colons at 
the end of lines 100, 120, 140 and 
150. 
By noting the memory location 

of any message and replacing the 
value of LOC in line 50 of Pro- 
gram 1, any message can be re- 
defined. Any location that is 
listed by the program, but is not 
followed by characters, must not 
be altered. 
Commodore 64 users may wish 

to extend those ideas further to 
generate error-trapping routines 
—a feature which Commodore 
V2 BASIC lacks. 

These programs show only the 
beginnings of what can be done 
by altering the BASIC language. 
However, it is not only the 64's 
vocabulary that can be changed. 
Using machine code routines itis 
possible to adapt the way that 
BASIC works — to add new 
commands or extend those 
already available. For those who 
are really adventurous, the 
Kernal operating system can be 
copied and altered in just the 
same way. 



“LLAMASOFT N NEWS 

HELL GAI E 
A very fast-paced Arcade game featuring simultaneous control of 4 

high-speed laser cannon. Unique game action is easy to learn yet 
difficult to master. Features include 20 levels to challenge you; 
automatic Smart bombs; seven-place High Score table with score 
signature memory feature and full Attract mode. A superb Jeff Minter 

design presented immaculately ona a25 x 30 screen. 
£6.00 

COMMODORE 64: After finishing t HELL GATE Jeff took a couple of 

* days to pop the code onto the ‘64. Whilst this is no Revenge or Hover 

Bowver, we are offering HELL GATE 64 at the bargain price of £5.00... 

an interesting diversion to occupy a little time while you wait for Jeff’s 

next ‘64 epic, which we can now reveal will be called 

SHEEP IN SPACE — for which Jeff promises the usual great graphics 
and sound — and also a totally new control concept... so prepare to feel . 
extremely sheepish in a few month’s time. 

Until then — to all our followers 

A) HAPPY BLASTING/MOWING/SPITTING ETC. 

B) DON’T SHOOT THOSE GOATS!!! | 

BY JEFF MINTER FROM LLAMASOFT 

49 MOUNT P PLEASANT, TADLEY, BAGNeCTaKE ae 



This program allows you to 
define characters and sprites very 
easily on a large grid. It will run 
with BASIC I or BASIC Gon the 
Sord MS. 
When this program is run you 

will see a 8 x 8 grid on which one 
of the: dots is flashing. This 
flashing dot is your current 
position and you can move this 
anywhere on the grid by pressing 
the cursor keys. 

To create a dot at that position 
press the space key and to erase a 
dot, press del (found at the top 
right hand corer of the key- 
board). 
When you are satisfied with the 

character press ‘e’, then you wil 
see the numbers’ necessary to 
create that character. At_ thi: 
point you can press | to edit the 
character you have just made, 2 
to define another character or 
press 3 to quit the program 
altogether. 

When you are defining a 
character, you can rotate the 
character by pressing ‘r’, upturn 
the character you're creating by 
pressing ‘u’, mirror the character 
by pressing ‘m’, or clear the grid 
by pressing ‘c’, 

improve 
your 

characters 
the easy 

way 

Type in Shingo Sugiura’s 
character generator program 
for the Sord M5 and make your 
own characters and sprites 
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How it works 
10-20 REMs 
30 define DIM 
40 select Gil graphic mode 
50 initialise DIM 
{60-70 set-up the screen 
80-90 print the grid 
100 initialise X and Y co. 

ordinates for the cursor 
110 scan the keyboard 
120 indicate current position 
130 update grid 
140-230 see what keys. pressed 

and take appropriate action 
240 if key pressed isn’t ‘e’ go 

back to beginning 
250-290 work out the numbers 

for the character 
300-320 print the numbers for the 

character 
330-340 print the options and 

wait for a response 
350-360 clear the grid 
370-420 rotate character 
430-480 mirror the image 
490-540 upturn the character 

Notes on typingin: In lines 40 and 
60 obtain the inverse character by 
pressing SHIFT +CTRIL and 
the appropriate character. To 
‘obtain the down arrow in line 330 
press SHIFT + CTRIL +? simul- 
taneously. 



' UnlociYour 
. Imagination 

TECHNICAL| ScoPE is a fully structured 
DETAILS | multitask language specifically 

i AVERY POWERFUL, TRUE 
_ MULTITASK LANGUAGE 

"9k AS FAST AS MACHINE CODE 

SIMPLER THAN BASIC 

. . _ .Writé Machine Code in a 
~ fraction of the time currently 
3 required 

+ SCOPE is available from 
most good quali 

~ dealers and selected 
branches of 

rhe : ' ° WHSMITH 
PRICE details df how to get 

for writing graphics, animation and sound. 

Being fully compatible with BASIC it is ideal for 
writing both arcade and adventure style games. 
Additionally, with SCOPE present in high memory 

it can be used as an assembler with SCOPE words 

| as plain language mnemonics. Therefore no 
| knowledge of machine code is required. 
The language is extremely easy to 

comprehend and is very powerful 
indeed providing many features 

not available from BASIC. 

SCOPE HAS TO BE USED 
TO BE BELIEVED 

| 48K SPECTRUM 



pane 
| CHUCKIEEG 

Available from W.H. Smiths, @ 
John Menzies and all leading 
computer stores. 

B8C | ELECTRON | DRAGON [SPECTRUM 
CHUCKIE ae alexa ea 
CYLON 
ATTACK < < 

JUNGLE Z 
FEVER So 
PHARAOHS 
TOMB A va 

Unit 8, Canalside Industrial Estate, 
foodbine Street East, Rochdale, Lancs. 
OL165LB. Tel: 0706 341111 

PRICE £7.90 £7.90 £7.90 £6.90 



COMPETITION 

Are you taking ‘O’-levels 
soon? Do you want to revise 
for GCE and other exams? 
Whether you're a pupil, parent or 

teacher, this week’s competition is 
for you. There's 70 prize packages of 
educational software to be won from 
Scisott. 

The programs run on the 48K 
Spectrum, ZX81, Dragon and BBC 
model B. 

‘Scisoft, specialists in educational 
sofiware, thoroughly tests its pro~ 
grams and many schools use them 
All of its growing range is written 

by teachers and is on sale in the 
shops, including larger branches of 
W. H. Smith. 

‘Our 70 prize ges, each of 
two tapes, are worth about £15 each 
— total prize value of £1,050. 

The prizes are for ‘three age 
groups: 5-8, 9-13 and over 13. Please 
make sure you note your preferred 

nal software, 
k with the exam 
ts of the pro- syllabus that all 

gram/s are relevant 
Some examination boards may 

not require knowledge of all the 
contents of the packages. 

The prizes 
Each of our 70 winners will receive 
two titles drawn from Scisoft’srange 
of programs. They are: 

Jungle Maths Astromaths 
Wizard Box Star Reader A 
Star Reader B French 
Middle School Maths — part 1 
Middle School Maths — part I 
Maths part | Maths part I 
Physics Chemistry 
Biology Computer Studies 
Teacher's Mark Book 

Wherever possible, the problems 
in the software contains randomised 
data so that they can be used time 
and time again with increasing 
benefit, says Scisoft 

Most also contain sets of multiple 

S27, 0A. sR REA. 

At CG (65 Hea Raman 

VieXi oT) “OS: One: 

reew teed el cs 

Lie Kis 0) 0! SR) Ui 

MOP Menke te on 

07 GAN Aa dt WCE 

Us VN Teenie Ties, 

x DHS S HQ 

vHS vs US 

Or U" 4G Po: ve 

eX Lb fon He 

ZeEMK NS T 

EB n@r Nir) (Chane 

JuRTP VG 

F a LR 

Exams 
coming Up? 

win 
programs to 
help ¢ from 

Your computer can help you 
get through those 

examinations. Try our 
wordsquare competition and 

you could win a share of 
£1,000-worth of educational 

software of Scisoft 

choice questions typical of those 
found in examination papers 

Each has a book of revision notes 
and a program of hints on how to 
revise at home. 

The programs are written to be 
compatible with most ‘O'-level 
boards and are also useful for the 
most able CSE pupil 

choice of prizes may not match the 
marked age group, although every 
effort will be made to match 
requests 

How to enter 
All you have to dois study our word- 
square to find the titles of Scisoft's 
programs. All of them, and more, 
are in the list under ‘the section 
headed The Prizes, 

Mark the titles you find by ringing 
Note: not all programs run on all the 
named computers, so Scisoft's 

them with a ballpoint pen or 
marking them with a semi-opaque 
felt-tip pen. 
Fill in the coupon clearly —if you 

‘are a winner it will be used as a label 
— and send the wordsquare with 
coupon attached 10 us. You must 
mark on the back of the envelope the 
number of software titles you found 
in the wordsquare. 

Please ensure that the coupon, 
wordsquare and envelope are 
correctly filled in, Entries which are 
incomplete cannot be considered 

You may enter as many times as 
you wish but each entry must be on 
the official coupon and wordsquare 
— not copies — and be sealed in a 
separate envelope 

Do not enclose anything 
Post your entry to Scisoft Con 

petition, Home Computing Weekly, 
No. 1 Golden Square, London WIR 
3AB. 

Closing date is first post on Friday 
March 2. 
The winners will be the first 70 

correct entries opened at random 
after that date, regardless of com: 
puter or prizes chosen. 

The prizes will arrive from Scisoft 
‘within 28 days of the publications of 
the issue containing the names of the 
winners and the solution, 

The rules 
The first 70 vorrect entries opened after 
the closing date, Friday March 2, 1984, 
will win the prizes. They will beselected at 
random, regardless of computer owned oF 
ae group selected 

‘Cannot be considered. 
Entries will not be wecepted from. 

‘employees of Argus Specialist Publica 
tions, Scisoft and Alabaster Passmore & 
Sons! This restriction also. applies 10 
employees” families and agents of the 
‘companies. 

The editor's decisio 
correspondence will b 

{s final and no. 

DE uM BxXCE 

suvagcudzeée Entry Coupon 

QF V MAGA YO SC 

AR D BOK ZK M Scisoft 

vf oN 6 MS sf Competition 
BOM CN) Ba Gb Cae 

Wik Qas? ee hie Os Bom 

Oa SoU Rt wee 
P Name 

De! ce). EW 2b eR 
Address 

G¢ Aa@@o-k v ws 

Pos) Ee G6. em, 

1 A DG ¥ © P UY UY Number of titles found 
BF R RO Q-N G D Age group (circle one): 

Mts tT R ¥ H ft 1 Computer 

OM SON 1S 1 UE Conpion Hume Comping Nea 
ot Fray Marche 18 

u 1 aS 
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ES eae a 
COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

= 
floor through which you must Kongokons pnw) Five more 

pes onto. In the final screen you must 
collect the supports holding up 

Mogul, 90 Regent St, London the platforms. On doing this Or our 
WIR SPT there's a nice display of collapsing 

. < platforms. You now go back to 
Yet another version of Donkey the start but the speed is faster. 
Kong for the CBM-64, but 1 Quite a few inaccurate things 
found this one nicely fills gap in happen, such as barrels moving 
the “Kong market’’. The game up ladders or over mid-air. These 

fhyout andigquiteeasytoplayon Same gute annoying as cher< is 
TLS Say oe abe aor olensoere rat ata : ai 1. ro ‘Comparing it with other "A "quite wood version, but As proof of the computer's yelon Ane’ iar supeiog overpriced compared with popularity, software houses 
practice and Tnercepiors is SMO#*Y=on have been beavering away with Inferior and harder to control i ihe ft screen comprises of plyabiy their Commodore 64s. Here's geting past barrels und working 7G Youray Tothetop. Screen two ‘alueformoney what our spripcndyite think of 
vet of conveyor bel on whi OF You must travel Te third een ___Someofthelatest fa complex ast Of aps in the 

Revenge of ‘There are 42 different waves of 
nasties for your mutant camel to 

the Mutant sits, jumpover or duck under, 
ca some ‘of them extremely odd. : You NB Yourself to imels Telephone kiosks, walking sticks, Terminal, 28 Chur anorhkely to. be £7.50 flying saucers — you name it and a Wich, Manchester hiss sit Pres. it's probably in there somewhere. a er M2s SAy 

Llamasoft, 49 Mount Pleasant, You can work your way through Af 
‘Tadley, Hants the waves in order, or opt to have 

them selected randomly, when 
Beware, ZZaxians! Those camels only the first 32are available. You 
are back on our side now, and have five camels per game, each 
ready to take ¢erything you of which can survive quitea lot of 
care to throw a chem! hits before collapsing with legs in 

This game is very well theair. 
presented, with a video-type case. An extremely entertaining 
containing the cassette and alittle game, which will really challenge 
instruction leaflet. One of the best arcade aces as well as giving the 
things about itis that itloads fast restalot of fun. LN. 
— no more 15-minute waits 
before you can play. There’s an instructions 80% 
experimental "“Turbo"” format playability 95% 
recording on side one. and a graphics 95% 
normal version onsidetv oincase valueformoney 95% 
your: 
(mine 

lity it raph the ics ast them, bu *@lUe for money 
pment won't .ccept this a kkk ke] 

: Jear the first screen only eight may be displayed each 
ter us easy to may planes. On each time the screen is scanned. The 

Hun ofits si enetizen, however, the £5.50 result is & coniaatly annoying 
£7.95 succeednave faster and by about flicker in the graphics. This could 

Imagine, 5 Sir Thomas St, Liver- be the cat amongst the pigeons 
pool Li 6BW because the rest of the program 

quite well written. 
Having seen this game advertised ‘The game loaded perfectly each 
for just about every machine time, though there is one slight 
except the CBM-64, I often snag — it takes 20 minutes. The 
wondered if the opportunity to instructions are adequate and 
master it would come my way. cover all aspects of play. 

Arcadia consists of you, a — This is not exactly my type of 
galaxian-style laser base and game. Although I like space 
various ships coming at you in games on this theme, this one has 
fleets. The object is, as usual, to less lasting appeal. However, 
blast anything that moves. If you after saying that, it is worth 

ck. 
__ Shesinth you're a nervous WT 

rch Lay reste he ive sart you type yous na
me 

infand the screen displays the top 
il cs, its origins in three SCORES. and Kept 

me has syrticiently enjoyed thit res it is 

Pacman but it's cil "irisalso coming back for Si Sc omes 

eminent fotor cycle addictive te becomes 
feminiscent of the mi stag ioe a ve 

neon are d 
Think next time you'll be a 

‘You are chased bY six emrot goalittebit further. 

sinal, 28 Chi 

“Teri Manchester M2S 5A. 

Le. 

destroy, an enemy plane when it's 
a 

é ny Mor, However Som do not manage to get everything considering because ofits price. 
in the foes go. szaight and the Or ‘when directly above you then you ran 
Your sreplane doesn't hang 35% get killed by missiles from them. 
‘oan. yajue fonmonsy ‘This makes the game tedious and_instructions 50% 
arqumije you are moving around impossible at times. playability 70% 
aye 1€ game uses 16 sprites (or at graphics O% poy the planes they 

trying to der mnbush you. BUCA 
least it seems to). You may value formoney fie 

Aggat you have five lives. remember CBM claims you mai 
have up to 256. The fault is that Made ale ale 
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PEDKO 
“Vengo” 

“Ven go” 

“Vengo” 
Pedro is one mad mexican gardener, and he's bringing his 

troubles your way. 
Can you stop the animals eating your plants? 
Can you block up the maze exits to keep them 

out of your garden? 
Can you scare away the thieving 

tramp who's after your precious seeds? 
Can you stop yourself pulling out 

your hair with frustration? 
Find out soon, with PEDRO. 

For the 
48K SPECTRUM 
COMMODORE 64 
DRAGON 32 
BBC Model B 
ELECTRON 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

How it works 
100 REM 
110-160 Y or N to instructions 
170-290 instructions 
300-830 define characters for 

sereen, laser beam and set 
screen’ 

840 set random column for alien 
descent 

{850-920 define alien, move alien 
930-950 limit quantity of aliens 
960-1090 fire laser beam 
1100-1120 limit quantity of laser 

shots 
1130-1140 stop alien when laser is 

fired 
1150 decide if laser is on target 
1160-1240 laser miss routine 
1250-1270 score generator 
1280-1430 game over 
1440-1680 explosion routine 

Laser Defence seems simple to 
play — there's just one key to 
press — but it’s not as easy as it 
looks. 

Use any key, I recommend the 
space bar, to fire your laser beam 
at the aliens as they ascend, 

Only one alien will appear at a 
time and your number of shots is 
not restricted, although you can 
be attacked by up to 20aliens and 
then you have a maximum of 20 
shots. 

Variables 
Erandom position of alien| 

between columns I and 24 
C row number of alien in steps of 

‘one from row 1 to 21 
Tcolumn number of laser gun in| 

steps of ~1 from column 29 to} 
i 

The other variables explain 
themselves 
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Don't be 
fooled... it's 
not so easy 

Here they come again. Those 
aliens are determined to 

conquer us. You can stop them. 
Quickly type in Tim Freeman's 
program for the standard 

TI-99/4A 

FEA 

Hints on conversion 
TI BASIC is fairly standard with 
two main exceptions. Single 
statement lines are used and sub- 
routines for graphics and sound 

prefixed with 

defines screen 
colour 

‘CHAR defines a character 
ha 16-digit hex string from 

an eight by cight grid. Other 
machines will use a different 
method 

CALL COLOUR (character set, 
foreground, background) sets 
colour of character 

CALL HCHAR (row, column, 
character code, number of 
repeats) places character on. 
screen at co-ordinates speci 

and optionally repeats 
character horizontally 

CALL VCHAR similar to 
HCHAR but repeats charac 
ter vertically 

CALL GCHAR (row, column, 
variable) similar to a ser 
PEEK on other machines, 
Gives the ASCII code at the 
given screen co-ordinates 

CALL SOUND (D,F,V) gives 
sound of duration D, frequen 
cy F and volume V. Three 
sounds can be produced at 

It is wise to aim carefully and 
hit each alien in turn, 

The best score possible is zero, 
which means that all aliens were 
destroyed without any harm to 
the city or its people. 



A NEW DIMENSION IN EXCITEMENT FROM VORTEX SOFTWARE. 
Stop the advance of the Millitoids. Survive 

of death. rationalise the paradox 
the dangers encountered in the flat 

E RUSH ME 
ome | ~~ SPECTRUM 48K —— 

KEYBOARD/JOYSTICK OPTION 
rv ( (Janproin Twos) £5,95 EACH 

TOTAL VALUE if; 

nd ov 
lands. 

Achieve this and return to 
transporter capsu 
But beware. There a 
Bouncers and lan 

3D full colow 
ible to VORTEX SOFTWARE. 

code fast action an 
wraparound zon A OFTWARE:) 3 a 
mindblowing act (| 
—SEEK OUT ANDROID TWO AT | vorrexsorrwae 2 BROOKLANDS ROAD MANCHESTER M230HD. 

ALL THE BEST DEALERS. SSS Eee 

Enclose PO/chequ phic effects, machine 
altiscreen 

droid Two a 

————— Vortex are always seeking exciting new programs. Contact us or send sample —————__ 



HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTR 

HEAD OFFICE (MAIL ORDER DEPT.) 
5 KING STREET, MELTON MOWBRAY, 

LEICS LE13 1XA 
TEL: (0664) 68223/62517 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL OFFERS! ATARI 600/800 XL 
‘AH PIDDUME! £5.45 JOYSTICKS DONKEY KONG £28.95 
RONG Ge GENUAI £g2  QUICKSHOT JOYSTICK £7.50 _—_CENTIPEDE £28.95 
pon Npao ne OF CEMU £888 QUICKSHOT Il £8.95 DEMON ATTACK £31.95 
LUNAR JET MAN teas ATARI £6.45  GALAXION £28.95 
COOKIE £5.45 JOY SENSOR £28.45 JUMBO JET PILOT £28.95 
TRANSAM £5.45 | VIDEO COMMAND: £12.45 SUPER COBRA £33.95 
PSST £5.45 PADDLES £12.95 RIVER RAID £28.95 
ATIC-ATAC £5.45 SOCCER £23.95 
ESPIONAGE ISLAND £6.95 STACKLIGHT PENS MOou swraeren £31.98 

cAVEMAN feos ATARI £27.95 FATHOM £31.95 
FIRE BIRDS £5.95 BBC £27.95 LORD OF THE RINGS £33.95 
DIGGER DAN £5.85 CBM 64 £27.95 Q-BERT £33.95 
ARCADIA £5.45 —VIC-20 £27.95  TUTANKHAM £33.95 
MOLAR MAUL £5.45 FIRE £14.95 
epee ee 4 VIC-20 MISSILE COMMAND £28.85 

ALIEN ATTACK £5.95  NOVABLAST £31.95 ZIP ZAP CRAB ie “Conran £6.95 DARTS £14.95 
GALAXIONS £5.94 FROGGER £6.95 FIGHTER PILOT £6.95 
Roe een cisiog — JETPACIBK) £5.45 POOL £14.95 
HARRIER ATTACK £5.95 SIREN CITY £6.95 SCRAM £19.96 
FLIGHT SIMULATION £7.45 | EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 SNOOKER £1498 
‘AQUAPLANE £7.45 STAR TREK £6.95 VAULTS OF ZURICH £19.45 ‘ASTRO BLASTER £4.98 WORD HANGER £4.95 
CHESS PLAYER £6.95 COMMODORE 64 XENON RAS os a5 
FRENZY £4.95 ARCADIA 5 
GAMES DESIGNER £6.95 CRAZY KONG £e-g5 DATA BASE £19.95 
GRID RUNNER £6.95 FROGGER feos DRAW PIC £23.95 
MINED OUT £694  pURpLe TURTLES £7.98 _-MAGIC WINDOW £8.95 
VERNONS LAIR 26.08 lleweslctry. Feet PLOT: £14.95 
3D STRATEGY ee yeclh eae feas VENUS VOYAGER £14.95 
NIGHT FLITE EBACE sNonien Ay 
RACING MANAGER, EOE a TK e <4 

DRAGON GAFAXIAN GS £7.95; JUST £48.95 FOR THE 
ABEARADARCONTROLLER £6.96 reed) pee ATARI PROGRAM RECORDER! IG SIX £5: ae Pa £5.95 FALCON PATROL 79g COMMODORE RECORDER £43.95 
DANGER ISLAND £6.95 
DEATH CRUISE £6.95 SOFTWARE FROM £4.95 FOR THE 
GOLF £7.95 
HANDICAP GOLF £6.95 SPECTRUM, BBC, ATARI 600XL/800XL, 
HORACE AND THE SPIDERS £5.95 HORACE GOES SKIING £5.98 C2600, COMMODORE 64, VIC-20, ORIC, 
HUNGRY HORACE £5.95 TCHING £6.98 _____ DRAGON AND TEXAS COMPUTERS. 
EVE COROT re aa - 5-5 
LEG IT £5.45 : MANY MORE AVAILABLE! SAE FOR LISTS. 

Latest tall ats Please find enclosed Cheque/PO or debit my Access/Visa Card OTHELLO £6.95 | ‘a 
ST GEORGE £695 | No. for the following game for the UxB z 
CUTHBERT IN THE JUNGLE £6.95. ' computer. 

1. 4. 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE - 2. 5. 
We stock a large selection for all 3. 6. 
ages. From Mr Men to ‘O’-Level Sian 
Maths! inc. Astro Maths/Jungle | NAME 

Maths, MrT Tells the Time, j ADDRE 
Mr T Money Box. H 

2 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

McKensie 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 

Software Projects, Bear Brand 
Complex, Allerton Road, 
Woolton, Liverpool L25 7SF 

An adventure game with the 
‘unoriginal scenario of having to 
escape from an abandoned space 
station before your oxygen runs 
out. Instructions consist of two 
sides to aid the beginner entitled 
“What is an adventure’, 
“Courtesy P. Kemp" — whoever 
he is. Then some Quicksilva-type 
blurb which says about as much as 
my first sentence, and finally half 

side of loading instructions, 
very apt because the program 
didn’t load until my fourth try 
However, they don’t actually teli 
you how to play! They don’t say 

Chuckie Egg 
Electron £7.90 
A&F, Unit 8, Canal Side 
Industrial Estate, Woodbine St, 
Rochdale, Lanes 

Just when you thought it was safe 
to go back on the farm, this gam 
makes you think agajn. The ides 
is to collect eggs before storks 
devour the corn or you. The eges 
are on different floors. Using 
ladders you can clifhb up or 
down. You can also jump down 
but, beware, if you fall below the 
ground floor the undertaker is in 
business 

The program lets you get used 
to the game gently. Climbing 
ladders and dodging nasties is 
great fun, Later it becomes very 

hostil thium Lift)": Di-Li 

£5.95 fool 

The most compu 
Th mos mplet it CONCEP 
yu ned: this game i 
exception. fem patted. them, in 
Bir ab Space Wars Wel 

theyre Pmpour division Ras 10 
The the, priceless di-tithiu 
protec com light finge 

concept 

iber the Sieddabs? We 
Hewson’s last 

nemy Seach cluster of 8" 
ere aterm, and each 

Paniped before you 
in thei 
els si 
1Gyel must beg 
serprogresst the 

SPECERGEM et Te But don’ let thi 

vewson, 60a St Mary's, St. silat and ST 
sed up all 

‘alin xon OX10 OF ever played. Having a hay 

Wallingford, © sot et 

that when 
ystals are rep 

game requires adi game require 
Wall, to any other game lt 

Instead of watel 

ns 
om now. T.B. 

Spectrum owner around the grid months fron i 

Pay many as you can instruc ‘ions: 
or 

protein — instead of “pills”; they 
don’t say you can type the first 
three letters of certain objects. I 
only found out by listing. 

Yes folks, it’s written in 
BASIC. Not’ that I hold this 
against anybody, but I agree with 
John Braithwaite (One Man's 
View, HCW 45):"*Machine code, 
BASIC or Chinese heiroglyphics, 
the buyer should be able to 
repeatedly load it, play it and 
enjoy it.” It is too slow to be 
enjoyable. Faster adventures can 
be written in BASIC 

This comes from the same 
stable as Manic Miner, but is not 
of the same class: itis outstanding 
only in its mediocrity. As for why 
it’s called McKensie, your guess is 
as good as mine. M.T. 
instructions 45% 
playability 45% 
graphics n/a 
value for money 50% 

skilful with the introduction of 
lifts as well to gain access to 
different floors. Everyone knows 
the dangers of falling down lift 

ts, So be very careful. 
You usetwosets of keys and the 

space bar. Combinations of these 
allows you to move up or down, 
left or right and jump. 

An enjoyable game with good 
graphics. If you are wondering 
what that duck is doing in the 
cage, clear eight sheets of the 

sme to find out, The nightmare 
s begun, 

MB. 
instructions 70% 
playability 90% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 95% 

kkk k 

~ clock is 
iplenished by Te Sieddabs 

! stals. 

mple? Its 
ne of the mo 

sive | have 

Eo0 lose a life all 

Yaced. tn fac his 
sve played 

he mc 

eon t weep 8 : 
patrol the edges O 

1 still be playit 

alue for money 

Romik, 273 Slough’ Bayz ATEYI Avenue, Will be orn 

game whe 
takethe form 

keyboard four skil i 
ant €0ch bird ate scored, thee hile the birgy ese, Pei 

nf 

Austell, Cornwall PL25 SJE 

Loading was no problem and 
the game — joystick or keyboard control — ran smoothly. What I found annoying was the very 

into the 

Arcade-style games star-rated 
by our reviewers. Read before 

you buy 

FEY as they to be dea 
the bottom of 

1 joystig 
vels. i 

IS sta 

instructions playability 

‘OMe; the De 
troyed bey Death Bombs, 

the sen 
they re 

to 
fatigue seis 

Jw, 
100% 
85% 

graphics, Wher 

41 Truro Rd, St white bar appe 

flies, larv and 2g —all of which area potential 
Although what the flying larvae are doing up there 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

messy screen presentation that spoiled some of the very good nthe hawk rose to Garry Freddy a thick black and red, The larvae Grated a tpping sone bari 
Dragon Hawk isa ‘“busy” game and sometimes, prevented. yeu —there is aot going on and you reaching ihe’ basket have tobe on your toes, Your seb is to. prevent the hawk {rom carrying Freddy off and to score Armed with arifle and a ouhaveto shoot the hawk and then fetch the basket to catch Other targets present savethe game 

At some 
stages you have a littered screen 
which simply clogs up the ga 

A good idea with some nice 
animation. A Top 10 score tabl 
included and an auto mode, A lot 
of nice features but not enough to 

MP. 
100% 
50%. 
40% 
300% 
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T QUARK DATA P.O. BOX 61, Swindon, Wilts. Tel. (0793) 40661. 

[Please supply 

MRC £6.50 Fruit £4.95 ® Look and Learn £4.95 # Pontoon £4.95 
Missile Command £4.95 # Graphics Demonstrator £4.95 
Tango Foxtrot 01 £6.50 ® Space Crystal £6.95 p Name 

Addr ORIC1 48K ppp 
Oricle (Smart Oric) £6.95 # Flight Simulator £6.95 # Super 
Fruit £6.95 Space Crystal £6.95 

J Cheque for total amount enclosed 

DITTO DATA LTD 

ATTENTION ALL TOP PROGRAMMERS ! ! 

YOUR BEST AND ONLY THE BEST MACHINE CODE GAME 
PROGRAMS FOR COMMODORE 64 — VIC 20 — B.B.C. 
AND SPECTRUM. 

WE WILL ENSURE YOUR PROGRAM HAS MAXIMUM 
SALES SUPPORT, WITH OUR LARGE DEALER AND 
MARKETING NETWORK. 

OUR OWN LARGE INHOUSE DUPLICATING 
OF TAPES AND DISCS. 

Contact: NEW PROJECTS DIRECTOR 
DITTO DATA LTD. 
CORNER HOUSE 
6-8 THE WASH 
HERTFORD 
SG1 41PX 

Telephone: HERTFORD 554474/554484 
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AQUARIUS 
GAMES PACKS FOR UNEXPANDED COMPUTER 
BUNCH OF 5 / GAMES PACK 1 
Snake, Masterguess, Symon, Bomber, Hi-Lo 
GAMES PACK 2 

£4.95 

Collector, Biocked!, Rocket Run, Minetield, Air Defences4.95 
SPECIAL OFFER 

ORDER BOTH TAPES FOR ONLY £8.95 
CASSETTE RECORDER LEAD £1.95 

PROCESSOR LTD 
AOS, House 

1 Willow Parade 
CRANHAM 

Essex RM14 1DZ 

THE 

BOOK NOW IN STOCK £5.95 
AQUARIUS AND HOW TO GET THE MOST 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
We also supply all Aquarius products 

RUN.... 

.... is here 

pra.clone.—___—_. 
ro Clone Ltd. Whitehill House, 

Union Street, Luton, Beds. LU1 3AN 

Tel: (0582) 418727. 

No fuss, High Quality 

Prompt and Efficient 

data duplication 
service 

Cassettes — diskettes 
Printing +— Packaging 

(FSS ee SS ee ee ee 

MEGA 

Data Duplication f t J OST. 

I 
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D VIDEO 
A SOFTWARE LIMITED 

Sela FOR 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 

OUR POLICY 
We aim to create programs which you will keepron using until your 
‘computer wears out, You won't find our programs in the top ten and 
you will look in vain for colour adverts and fancy packaging, 
Nevertheless we have built up a solid following of discerning us 
in all parts of the world. Read the reviews of our programs if you can 
find them, We have been consistently praised for quality, originality 
and value for money. 
WHAT DO YOU GET? 
The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory which 
produced the Horizons tape, Programs are recorded twice and 
carry on the reverse side an audio narrative to supplement the 
operating instructions. Where appropriate, cassettes are accompa- 
nied by a comprehensive and clearly written instruction manual. 

48K SPECTRUM 
“Day of the Match” £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football season 
Name your own teams if you wish (English league provided on 
cassette). Rate each team from one to nine in various success 
categories such as attack, defence, manager, etc. Watch the 
season untold. Includes knock-out cup option, 
“Ball by Ball” £5.00 
Simulates a test match series or one day international series. Set up 
your own teams and poo! of players (England v Australia provided), 
Rate each player's capabilities as batsman and bowler on a one to 
rine scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc, Pick your teams 
and play the match. Electronic scoreboard shows progress of a 
match. Full supporting score card and series averages 
“Superplan Generator” £12.00 
Spreadshee! type program with variable column width and variable 
umber of columns, Lets you sacrifice columns you don't need to 
get more lines. 
"Superplan Pack 1". Business Applications £7.00 
Ready-made applications programs for sales day book, purchase 
day book, cash book and petty cash book 
‘Superplan Pack 2". Home Computing £7.00 
Rleady-made applications programs for home budgeting, nutrition 
tables, car running costs and bank statements. 
‘Superview” £5.00 
‘Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pages ol text and 
low-res graphics. Access pages on demand or run in perpetual 
slide-show’ mode. Full facilities to create your own pages and build 
Up an information library on cassette 
16K SPECTRUM 
“Superdraw” £5.00 
Greate {ull colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette for 
Use as titles or background screens in other programs, Or just have 
fun doodling and build up a cassette library of your creations. Slide 
show option allows you to review pictures stored on cassette 
16K ZX81 
Here is a selection of titles still available for ZX81, Send s.a.e. for 
illustrated catalogue. These are the ZX81 equivalents of the 
‘Spectrum programs described above. Although similar in concept 
the specifications fall short of the descriptions given for the 
‘Spectrum. 
“FOOTBALL-LEAGUE" Forerunner of " 
“TEST-MATCH” 

jay of the Match” £4.00 
Forerunner of “Ball by Ball” £4.00 

“VIDEO-PLAN” Forerunner of “Superpian” £7.00 
“VIDEO-AD” Forerunner of “Superview" £7.00 
“VIDEO-SKETCH” Forerunner of “Superdraw” —_'£7.00 
‘Many independent computer shops now stock our products but we 
continue to supply by mail order on an off-the-shelf, immediate 
delivery basis. Prices include VAT, post and packing in U.K. Add a 
bit for postage if you live in Outer Mongolia. (Note: “Day of the 
‘Match’ not available until late October 1983), 

VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD., 
Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands. 

Telephone: 0384 872462 
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LETTERS 

Reviewer 
writes 

Iread with interest the letter 
from Neil Stelling, of Stell 
Software, in HCW 48. I re- 
viewed his Maths Invaders 
program and I feel_he 
deserves an apology. The 
points he makes are quite 
fair and; therefore, I would 
like to’ recommend this 
program to a far greater 
extent than my review would 
suggest 

‘The reason for my change 
of heart is that since the 
review was completed Ihave 
had the opportunity to test 
the program in school and 
with some reluctant 
learners. Unfortunately, the 
review was written during 
the Christmas holidays 
when no children were avail 
able for testin 

T hope Mr Stelling will, 
therefore, accept that while 
my opinions were sincerely 
held at the time the review 
was written, itis since then | 
have good reason to cl 
them. 1 wish him every 
success with this program, 
D.C., Home Computing 
‘Weekly software reviewer 
Maths Invaders costs £7.95 
‘and runs on the 32K BBC or 
Electron computers. From 
‘Stell Software, 36 Limefield 
Ave, Whalley, Lancs BB6 
ORS 

Spectrum 
isn't so bad 

1 am fed up with people 
complaining about. the 
Spectrum and making jokes 
about itso I thought I would 
write in and tell your readers 
that it isn’t so bad after all 

The times I have been in 
Boots or. W. H. Smiths 
where computers are on 
show and I hear: ‘Ugh! 
Look it’s one of those 
Spectrum things. It’s so 
small. These keys are made 
of rubber.” 

Admittedly, the keys are 
not all that spectacular. But 
then again the keys on an 
Oricare bad. Also the sound 
isn't supposed to be very 
good. If you pass it through 
the tape recorder, or the TV 
(with an add-on) it sounds 
perfect 
Some people say the 

‘graphics are terrible, look at 
Ultimate’s Atic Atac. On 
that they are excellent 

I noticed that in HCW 
Nos 46and 47 you published 
letters showing you how to 
get to any level in Manic 
Miner. If you want to have 
endless lives, when loading, 
before the program to load 
the picture starts press C/S 
and B/S to break into the 
program. Then at line 25 
insert. POKE 35136,0. Now 
Tun the program and start 
the tape off again. 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of | 
software. Got a problem with 
your micro? We'll soon be 

starting a queries page, so send 
your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

Another tip: if you want 
team “4 | top scroll the screen up by 

FI AN Twn one line then type LET 
L=USR(3280). Also, to 
find how much memory you 
have left type PRINT 65535 
USR 7962 

Mark Crisell, aged 14, Great 
Totham, nr. Maldon, Essex 

Any old 
computers? 

1 wonder if I could use the 
letters section of your 
magazine to make an appeal 
to your readers. 1am in 
volved with an ILEA Satur 
day school project in 
Islington. As part of our 
activities I run a computer 

| group and although we have 
access to three Spectrums, 
we desperately need more 
facilities. There must be a 
number of people who have 
discarded to a cupboard 
their old ZX80 or ZX81 
having bought a Spectrum 
or other micro. Perhaps 
some of these people would 
feel able to loan or donate 
such unused micros as the 
funding for this project is 
minimal. If anyone can help 
in any way perhaps they 
would contact me. 
Stephen Oxford, Senior 
Teacher, Highbury Fields 
School, Benwell Road, 
London'N7 7BW 

SSS 

Flight plan 
As 1 am an avid user of the 
Psion Flight Simulator, 1 
have found a novel idea to 
makeit more interesting. All 
youdois find amap, around 
five miles to the inch, and 
draw grids on it the same as 
on the map in the program, 
for example 16 miles square. 
If you live in the S.E. you 
will find that the main run. 
way in the program could 
represent the runway at 
Heathrow, and the club is in 
virtually the same portion as 
Ipswich. Thus, if you take 
off from Heathrow, 
example (MAIN), you can 
count the squares in relation 
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to where you are on the 
Program map and you will 
see where you are. You can 
also tell how long it takes to 
fly from one place to 
another. Of course, this idea 
will work on any simulation 
program that has a map, 
with scale grids. 
S. Warcand, Gillingham, 
Kent 

aaa 
Miner tips 1 

In his letter_about_Magic 
Miner (HCW 47), S 
Holland amended G 
Holding’s letter (HCW 45) 
by supplying the codes for 
all the ferns. They bot 

to have forgotte 
he indefinite 

of lives you can hav 
Put_ MERGE 

ENTER then LOAD first 
part, stop tape when 0 
OK,01 app: 
bottom of the sere 
POKE 35136,0 ENTER 
RUN,ENTER. Start tape 
when loaded, press ENTER 
6031769 with boot on 
sereen. You now have un: 
limited lives as well as access 
to sheets. 
PLR. Ci 
Yorkshire 

Having read tips on Manic | 
Miner for the Spectrum on 
your letters page, |havea tip 
that may be of some use. 
Stop the tape about 11 
seconds after it has begun to 
load, break the program and 
type 25 POKE 35136,0 
ENTER it, push run and 
start the tape and let the 
program load. This enables 
you to play the game with. 
out losing any lives, 
Steven Sheppard, Redfield, 
Bristol 

More for the 
Oric 

Magazines 1 buy nowadays 
are all featuring articles on 
Spectrums, BBCs and other 
micros. Hardly any of them 
have articles on the Oric-1, 1 
must admit that HCW does 
feature most things about 
the Oric, but please could 
you print more than youdo? 
Alistair Crichton, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

stick, Leeds, West 

We always take note of 
letters like this because we 
try to balance the content of 
the magazine according to 
the demands of our readers 
But, please remember, that 
there are more than 20home 
computers on the market. 
As always, contributions — 
programs and articles — are 
welcome forall home micros 
under £400. Orie owners 
take note! 



ATARI PROGRAMMING 
While reading an American 
computer magazine, I came 
across a program to’ put more 
than one colour on a mode 8 
display, without altered display 
lists or any interrupts. 

Eager to see the new colours, I 
typed in the program. 

Disappointingly, all I got were 
ugly green and blue stripes. I 
investigated and found that the 
program plots the different 
coloured dots on an American 
TV, here the correct colours 
didn’t show. 

Program 1 should put nice 
shades of orange and blue on a 
US TY, but horrible shads of 
green and blue on a British TV. 

By plotting every eight dot on 
our TV system, then every eight 
dot but with an offset of four 
acrossand one dot down, we geta 

Plotting the 
dots for 
extra 

colours 

Follow the advice of Anthony 
Ball for more colours on any 

Atari. His three programs show 
how it works 

various points we get different 
colours. Program 3 shows this, 
and also demonstrates a way in 
which these ‘new’ colours can 
be used in a ‘‘serious’’ 
application. 

If you leave the program for 
about a minute it will shift the 
colours — not normally possible 
with these colours — by moving 
the screen up and down by one 
pixel. 
‘A lot of American games use 

these “‘artifacts’® to get more 
colours without using the 
resolution of mode 8. 
Unfortunately, these haven't 
been converted to the UK’s TV 
system and so we get the ugly 
colours from program 1. 

The only solution to this is to 
write two versions of each 
program: one for America and 

coloured line. 
If we zig-zag these dots down 

the screen we get a graphics 8 
screen filled with a new colour. 

By plotting dots in between 
these we can get a more distinct 
colour. Program 2 demonstrates 
this. 

By starting the loops at 
DRAWTO X,90 

Lie deans 30 NEXT x more distinct colour 

10 GRAPHICS 8:POKE 710,0:POKE 709,14:COLOR 1 
20 FOR X=0 TO 300 STEP 8:FOR Y=S0 TO 90 
STEP 2 ; 
30 PLOT X,YrPLOT X+1,Y+4:PLOT X+3,V: 
PLOT X+4,Y+1:PLOT X+5,YrPLOT X+6,Y+4 
40 NEXT YiNEXT X 

Program 3— how ‘new’ colours can be used 

O DIM SALES(8)1FOR N=t TO 8:SALES(N)=INT( RND(O)#60) tNEXT N 
140 GRAPHICS 24:COLOR 11POKE 709,14: 
POKE 710.0 
20 DIM TEXTS(40) :WRITE=10001SCR=PEEK (88)+ 
PEEK (89) #256 
25 XeierYegrH=2:TEXT@=" Artifacts "1 
GOSUB WRITE:REM Artifacts IS INVERSE 
26 X=10:Y=30:TEXTS="Plotting the dots": 
GOSUB WRITE 
27 X=i2:Ys60rH=11TEXT$="By Anthony Ball": 
GOSUB WRITE 
28 FOR N=1 TO 1000:NEXT Ne 
7£65"{ESC-CTRL/ CLEAR? 
30 LINE=2000 
40 FOR N=20 TO 122 STEP 2:PLOT N,O: 
DRAWTO N,14:NEXT N 
SO X=5:Y=2tH=4:TEXT$="American":GOSUB WRITE 
40 COL=4:8X=20:EX=120:SX=8 :BY=13:EY=24:SY=2: 
GOSUB LINE 
70 Y=15:TEXT$="Colour 1":GOSUB WRITE 
80 BY=26:EY=37:GOSUB LINE:Y=28: 
TEXT$="Colour 2":GOSUB WRITE 
90 BX=19:BY=39:EY=S0:GOSUB LINE: Y=41: 
TEXTS="Colour 3":GOSUB WRITE 
100 BY=52:EY=63:GOSUB LINE:Y=54: 
TEXT$="Colour 4":GOSUB WRITE 
105 FOR N=66 TO 77:PLOT 18,N:DRAWTO 122.Nr 

Program 1 — horrible shades of green and blue 

10 GRAPHICS 8:POKE 710,0:POKE 709,14: 
COLQR 1 
20 FOR X=1 TO 300 STEP 2:PLOT X,50: 

one for the UK. The sooner 
American games writers realise 
this the better! 

Note: Due to colour balances on 
some TVs, these “extra”? colours 
may not appear. Try turning up 
the colour/luminance controls 
on your TV. 

NEXT NsY=68:TEXT#="Colour 5":GOSUB WRITE: 
REM Colour 5 IN INVERSE 
106 PLOT 18,79:DRAWTO 18,90:DRAWTO 122,90: 
DRAWTO 122,79:DRAWTO 18,79:Y=811 
TEXT$="Colour 6":GOSUB WRITE 
107 Gosue 3000 
108 REM LINES 110 TO 130. A ‘#’ IS A SHIFT = 
110 H=2:X=20:Y=Or:TEXTS="S #":GOSUB WRITE: 
Yei6rTEXTS="a #"1G0SUB WRITE 
120 Y=32:TEXTS="1 #":GOSUB WRITE:Y=48: 
TEXTS$="e #":GOSUB WRITE 
130 Y=a4rTEXTS$="s #":GOSUB WRITE:Y=a0r 
TEXT: *":GOSUB WRITE 
140 H=4:Y¥=96:TEXTS=" On 
GOSUB WRITE:REM 3 SPACES, THEN CTRL-K, 
THEN 16 INVERSE CRTL-U‘s 
450 H=2:X=30:Y=110:TEXTS="Weeks":GOSUB WRITE 
160 H=4:X=23:Y=400:TEXTS=" 12345 67 a": 
GOSUB WRITE 
170 Y=88:X=22:FOR N=49 TO 54:TEXT#=CHRS(N): 
GOSUB WRITE: Y=Y-14:NEXT N 
175 FOR C=1 TO 0 STEP -1:COLOR C 
180COL=2:N=11SX=1 :BY=94:SY=-21 
FOR BX=194 TO 306 STEP 16:EX=BX:EY=SALES(N): 
GOSUB LINE:N=N+4:NEXT BX 
185 NEXT CrFOR C=i TO O STEP -4:COLOR C 
190 N=1:BY=93:FOR BX=194 TO 306 STEP 16: 
EX=BX:EY=SALES(N) :GOSUB LINE:N=N¢4:NEXT BX 
195 NEXT C:FOR C=1 TO O STEP -1:COLOR C 
200 N=1:BY=94:FOR BX=195 TO 307 STEP 16: 
EX=BX:EY=SALES(N) :GOSUB LINE:N=N+1:NEXT BX 
205 NEXT C:FOR C=1 TO O STEP -4:COLOR C 

' 
210 N=1:BY=93:FOR BX=195 TO 307 STEP 14: 
EX=BX :EY=SALES(N):GOSUB LINE:N=N+4:NEXT BX 
220 NEXT CrCOLOR 1 
230 DLIST=PEEK (560) +PEEK(561) #25644 
240 SCREEN=PEEK (88) +PEEK (89) #256:SCREEN2= 
SCREEN+40:SCR2A=INT (SCREEN2/256) :SCR2B= 
SCREEN2-(256*SCR2A) 
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ATARI PROGRAMMING 

250 SCR1A=INT(SCREEN/256) :SCR1B=SCREEN- 
(256*SCRIAD 
260 POKE DLIST,SCR2B:POKE DLIST+1,SCR2A:FOR 
Net TO SOO:NEXT N 
270 POKE DLIST,SCR1B:POKE DLIST+1,SCRIA:FOR 
N=4, TO SOO:NEXT N:GOTO 260 
1000 REM WRITE 
1005 FOR L=1 TO LENCTEXT$):INV=0:TEXT= 
ASCC(TEXTS(L,L))2IF TEXT>127 THEN TEXT= 
TEXT-128: INV=4 
1010 IF (TEXT<32) THEN TEXT=TEXT+64: 
GOTO 1030 
1020 IF TEXT>31 AND TEXT<96 THEN TEXT= 
TEXT-32 
1030 START=40#Y+X+L-1:LOC=START:FOR L2= 
O TO 7:BYTE=PEEK (573444 (8*TEXT)+L2)21F INV= 
4 THEN BYTE=255-BYTE 
1040 FOR L3=1 TO H:POKE SCR+LOC,BYTE:LOC= 
LOC+40:NEXT L3:NEXT L2:NEXT L 
1050 RETURN 
2000 REM LINE 
2010 FOR L=BX TO EX STEP SX:FOR L2=BY TO EY 
STEP SY 
2020 IF COL=1 THEN PLOT L,L2:PLOT L+1,L2+4: 
PLOT L+2,L2:PLOT L+3,L2+4:PLOT L+5,L2:PLOT 
L+6,L2+4 
2030 IF COL=2 THEN PLOT L,L2:PLOT L+1,L2+4: 
PLOT L+2,L2ePLOT L+3,L2+1 
2040 NEXT L2:NEXT L: RETURN 
3000 FOR N=18 TO 121 STEP 8:PLOT N,92: 
DRAWTO N,103:PLOT N+2,92:DRAWTO N+2,103¢ 
PLOT N+5,92:DRAWTO N+5,103:NEXT N 
3010 Y=94r:TEXT$="Colour 7":GOSUB WRITE 

TI99/4A SOFTWARE 
Four great games for the unexpanded TI99/4A 

PILOT 
Flight simulation game for one 
strip and terrain map, plus up 
take-off, landing or in flight. Full 
and sound 
TI TREK 
Defeat the Klingon invas 
graphics quadrant dis 
torpe long range scans, dam 
impulse and warp drive. Eight by ¢ 

cluded. Graphics and sound. 

CATERPILLAR 
Arcade action in an insane countr 
pillar to incre 
give an ad 

e your score. E 

TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK 
35 programs for the unexpanded T199, 
Lunar Lander, Caterpillar, Horse Race, in 
much more 

Send cheque oF P.O. or telephone with Access/Visa 
despatch. Please add 50p p&p to orders under £7. C 

post free 

APEX SOFTWARE 
‘Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 

St. Leonards-on-Sea, 
E. Sussex TN38 8EA 

TEL: Hastings (0424) 53283 

=a 
VISA 
== 
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3020 FOR N=19 TO 121 STEP @:PLOT N,105: 
DRAWTO N,116:PLOT N+2,105:DRAWTO N+2, 116% PLOT N+5,105:DRAWTO N+5,1146:NEXT N. 
3030 Y=107:TEXT$="Colour 8":GOSUB WRITE 
3040 RETURN 

CAMEL MICROS 334 COMMERCIAL ROAD, WEYMOUTH, DORSET, Ux 
UCATIONAL ew ROAD E 

SPECTRUM 48K 
CHEMISTRY (13-18 years) £8.50 
ARITHMETIC (6-10 years) £4.95 
LOGIC GAMES (6-10 years) £4.95 
GEOMETRY (12-18 years) £7.50 
PHYSICS (Optics) (12-18 years) £7.50, 

This ink blot is worried. He’s just read the reviews of 
our ‘New Road’ series, and knows his text-book 
tyranny is over. Join our cause and spread the word:- 

BANISH THE BLOT! 



COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Creator's 
Revenge 

£7.95 

Mogul, 90 Regent St 
WIR SPT 

London 

My four year old loves this sort of 
game — waggle the joystick and 
fire like mad while sound and 
colours pour forth. For me, the 
enjoyment won't be so lasting 
Yes, there are some splendid 
Largets to shoot at, there are ants, 
butterflies, birds, wasps, rock 

option for when you lose a life 
early on. I especially like the 

ility to type ‘EX’ and exit the 
game back to BASIC. That's so 
much better than turning off and 
‘on again — other programmers 
please note. 

Once upon a time, when Space 
Invaders was giving way to 
Galaxian, this would have been 
knockout. Now it’s good but 
unexceptional, and a little bit 
overpriced. The computer games 
industry is a place of tough 
competition. If this company, 
wherever they are, can't do better 

How good 
cre your 

reactions? 
aaa 
Another five games for the 

tanks and even bonus “treasure” {han this one, they won't be Commodore 64 — a computer 
i net comm newegs . bs that seems, from the amount 

Sa Gn x nothing ike recone om of software being released — 
So Gore a ee to be rapidly increasing in Ipaovereinie kunt sales or moors fon popularity pause facility, for when the 
telephone rings, and a restart 

is one of the hardest and since 
there is no choice of starting 
screen, Ican only comment on the 

Manic Miner 
£7.95 

Ich screey TEEN Successfully firsthalf dozen. Once you sort out Poole, choc 
Software Projects, Bear Brand exactly where and when you make , AGS: Bear Brand control and fPeoerdor Complex! Allrias Ra; Liverpook cyoekt moveeelve orcaeeror ton" Roady 0k erysmoet! found the maintaining your reactions and - ones: Colour: any @ Pleasant This game is excellent, not concentration. Mine usually annather arcade cassie fenerally are’ pica perfect, not incapable of desert me atthe vital moment. It nd enhances “5c translatey 12¥ElY look) Improvement, but definitely top does have a pause faclity, music Modore 64,"°°4 fOr the ‘Com. Palloon burs class. l’snot even totally newasit on/off option and choice of c Moans: I 
was t ied from a Spectrum keyboard or joystick control, all pri balk the “Player program. But the 64’s sprites, useful features. A word of Prickly mazes Palloon aroung Player 1", 
Colour, graphics and soundareall warning: it takes 13/4 minutes to PoP! The balloon ts touch and RiaY*" Option as py 
tsed (0 produce this remarkable load! Mind you, it's worth bares, tO side ayy BERLY aren ACKABING and nyt tll piece of software. ing for. tacleshaveto berg! some jee”! {erribly helpnyj sttuctions The concept is in the Crazy BI the right angie Se Passed at just 18% is & good ol: Neverthe 
Kong mould, but there are 20 Problems, there 9,244 t0 your “¢"!implementeg®™* tolerably screens to negotiate, The assort- instructions 80% ment of obstacles to be jumped playability ti 
over, platforms to be leapt from graphics oe 
and pitfalls to avoid is the product 
of an extremely fertile mind. 

Unfortunately, the first screen 
value for money 92% 

kak Kk Kk ke 

igh quality joetick is necessary 
high gue uickshot) The games 
(1 usee to play using. a chea 
Taesensitive Model. svat 

: The program, feast : A. 

although i Shrave thou 
side, T worarice to use both 

could be 

nihilator 2 
annes.99 

Mogul, 90 Regent St, 
WIR SPT 

freeze when this happens, so you 
just have to sit there and wait to be 
blown up. 

The’ graphics are very good. 
The gun rotates nicely, and the 
helicopters and tank are very well 
drawn. Sound effects are limited 
to boom! boom! bang! 

You can choose vertical or 

Paratroopers 
£5.99 

Rabbit, 380 Station Rd, Harrow, 
Middlesex 

London 

iilator 2. seems to. BE 
anion of the popular arcad sides by now oe A game for people with limited 

The graphics skill and a perverted sense of afi not quite as ns yan places. r 
dame Defender, tis not Ute sri ed considerably in Pee pools agin fie) asstibanty ocmobls 
Food put almost equally Phe sake of ae nae ‘You have control of a gunner, gun base, single shot or rapid fire. 
addictive everything when writing. the, DOB who has to. shoot down | found rapid vertical fire with a 
Thegbeag Ma pa bontally Very 8 

[apes 
qe 

en downeroyions, on 8 PrOETam 
Gadi set out a 

helicopters and the paratroopers 
‘who jump out of them. Every now 
and then a bomber comes over. 

mobile base was best. The game 
still didn’t last long, though. 

Itseemsa shame that such good 
orizontally and Move Cite tle page, are You cannot shoot these, but must_ graphics and programming 

‘iyections. Althiswould Bes Teratorea a Ser eeeioda ie bacbetiey toca iiecsieeamients 
directiowas not forthe fact that re petety ae 
easy Jpjects tend 10 move in YOU" = You have only one life, which 
direction. If you do Sou will instructions ste you lose if a bomb or a para- instructions 20% 
moving it’s faitly certo seconds. playability 50% ‘trooper lands on you. If youallow- playability 40% 
riot last more than a few stem Praphics ae too many paratroopers to land, graphics 809% 
The game is played on A ery evel for mon fe they march off and fetch atankto value for money 40% 
Tevels; each consecutive I 
being harder. 

‘You need 

shoot you with; your controls 
{ast reactions and @ 

aS} 
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Number ONE 
For Texas 

60 High Street, Maidstone, Kent ME14 1SR. Tel: (0622) 678265/682575, 

TEXAS MODULES 
14.95 
14.95 

Adventure/Pirate 
Joysticks (Pair) 
32k RAM Card 
Cassette Cable 
Adventures 
TI Invaders 

Terminal Emul 
Tombstone City 
Alligator Mix 
Speech Synthesi 
Car Wars 
Joystick Adapter 
Atari Joystick 
Blank 
Editor Assembler 

ter Pac! 
Starter Pac 
Games Writer1 
;ames Writer 2 

5.95 
14.95 
10.95 

Video Games1 
Soccer 
Munchman 

5 Early Learning Fun 
5.95 Beginning Grammar 

10.95 
10.95  Addition/Subtraction 2 

Begin Basic Tutor 
Teach Extended Basic 

Addition/ Subtraction 1 

7199/44 7: 
ATARISOFTtor TI99/4A 

Donkey Kong 24.95 
Pacman 19.99 
Protector 2 19.99 
TIMELESS SOFTWARE 

Kong 7.95 
Crazy Fun House 7.95 
INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 

Mania 5.95 
Adventure Mania 5.95 
LANTERN SOFTWARE 

Hot Rod(B) 
star Attack (E) 

Hunchback Havock(E) 5.95 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE 

Golf 8.00 
Planet Destroyer 6.00 
Global Rescue 7.00 

lator2 

iser 

10.95 Se COMPANIES PRODUC 
BOOKS 
Smart Guide for Sprites 
How to use the T199/4. 
Getting Started with th 
Dynamic Games for th Allitems subject to rm 
Tantalising Games for t availability 

The Best of 99er 

99er Magazine (Monthly) 
3 as Programmes 

nture Hint Book 
‘RS— User Publication 

Quarterly 
4.99 

£6.00 PA 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE- SEND CHEQUE WITH ORDER OR USE ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD 

TIT 

AUTOM. 

CONTAIN 
AND TI 

SPECTRUM AND ZX81 ALL AT DISCOU 

AS A MEMBE 

NEW AMAZING LOW PRICES!! 
WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF NEARLY 600 

ES FOR THE ATARI, BBC, CBM 64, DRAGON, ORIC, 
'T PRICES! AND GE 

|ATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOFT TOUCH CLUB. 
YOU WILL RECEIVE A REGULAR NEWSLETTER 

ING NEWS REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, COMPETITIONS 
HE SOFT TOUCH HELPLINE TO ASSIST WITH THOSE 

PROGRAMMING PROBLEN 
(YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE WELCOME!) 

‘ATARI COMMODORE 64 ‘ORC ‘COMPUTER CHESS ATA 21.35 1D TIME TREK ANI XENON | UK S'S. ACHILLES BEY mn MA ZORGONS REVENGE Uk ARROW OF DEATH I/II each CHE Y C'BERT INt THE HOBBIT Met BASIC COMPILER DRE MUT CAMELS pon HUNCHBACK Oct ZAXNON DRE HOWVER BOWER LA LIGHT CYCLES. PSs is BATTY BUILDERS ENC GRIDRUNNER LLA HOUSE OF DEATH TAN STEEPLEJACK ENC THE HOBBIT MEL ORIC CALC TAN LEGorr IMA HORACE GOES SKIINC MEL ORIC FORTH TAN SUSPENDED INF COMPILER Sioc ORIC MON TAN ZORK 11h, lit Ne HUNCHBACK Oc RAT SPLAT TAN Bac DRAGON SPECTRUM ADVENTURELAND. apy » CHUCKIE EGC Agr PYRAMID. FAN CHUCKIE EGG AE FREE PARKING tan ALCHEMIST IMA Music SYNTH Buc Hy DRAGRUNNER AB VALHALLA. LEG TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY BUC CUTHBERT WALKABOUT ‘Mic THE HOBBIT MEL ORF boc oo CUTHBERT INJUNGLE Mic ST STEPS MR MEN MIR MULTIBASE SO > FILEMASTER Stic RED FLAC Pst SHEEPDOG. ton 8 THE KINC Mic SIMULATOR, Pst THE HOBBIT MEL 1295 BONKA Mor PS KULLER GORILLA Mic TRANS TOWER SHE JET SET WILLY SPR ACK SUP RING OF DARKNESS win ATIC ATAC ULT 
SEND ORDERS TO: SOFT TOUCH, 8 CLARE DRIVE, THRAPSTON, NORTHANTS NN14 4TA. Phone 08012 3404 

THE QUILL FROM GILSOPT ENABLES YOU TO WRITE 100% MACHINE CODE AVENTURES WITH THE MINIMUM OF EFFORT A PROGRAMMING MASTERPIECE! SOFT TOUCH PRICE £12.99 
(SPECTRUM 48k ONLY) 

TROJAN LIGHT PENS — SOFT TOUCH PRICES: SPECTRUM £15.25 ~ DRAGON £10.35 
AVAILABLE SOON FOR THE CBM 64 

Name 
Address 

Tenclose Cheque/PO for £ payable to Soft Touch 
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CALLING ALL 
AQUARIUS... Football Manager 

Some of the features of the game: 
ats * Matches in 3D graphics 

* Transfer market * Promotion and 
ong! relegation * FA. Cup matches * 

> ae Se Injury problems * Full league " 
Now there's petal SB tables * Four Divisions 2 wi 
you, Forlust £12 youcanjin ihe AQUARIUS FAN F * Pick your own team 

‘club and geta monthly magazine \which gives youl ine lates! on your foreach match. * As 
Aquarius, news, facts and features. many seasons as you 

* like * Managerial 

lus USER 
tating * 7 skill levels 

“ * Save game facility. 
AQUARIUS USER is packed with information written by experts. It 
covers details on new products, and peripherals, reviews on the = + 2x81. Chart 
latest software, general news about home computers, user tips, 
feader offers, competitions, letters and much more. Home Computing Weekly 1883 ond1M83 
ltyoure part of he dawning age of AQUARIUS join AQUARIUS USER 
Now: AQUARIUS USER LTD, 68 Wymering Road, London W9. 

Name. ] 
Address 
Podondes == ee 
Please enrol me as a member of AQUARIUS USER. 
Pipe tbo hy yc seeded jc 
| ‘Aquarius User Lid, 66 Wymering Road, | 

Access Card holders ring 01-' 01-930 3875, (24 hours) 

JECT VCLCANS 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

| Let's zap 

| afew aliens 

again 

Aries 

71-99/4A £6 
nests are awarded for the 

suainkess Software, 10 Alstgng SHEE erestroyed as multiples of 

Rad, Stockport, Cheshire ‘SK rounds played and skill level 

SAH 
rolypted. There

 isa choice of ve 

adopieyels, Extended BASIC and 

A dodge-em and blast-em {PE joystick are needed. 

jgame set in outer space yatiine end of agameth
e scores 

‘Your space pod Mescen
ds from given and if sufficiently high you 

its mothership at top left of the enter the’ fe. Herethere 

its mots must bemanceuvred i630 option to load your 

scree, debris that continually high scores on 

throvehs path until inline with the scoring syst 

Sm alien space craft and its cargo. at fault as in all following games 

the program fails to reset tO 2500 
aw. 

‘Fancy another tri z ip int 

pemate concen, 
Dragon $2 and 11-99 /4A 

| 

collecting it: 

collesing snp. belore YOU 
co the BOUT out Tes insrint 0% 30 
pods, nti all cargo has been_playseisy 

continus® Yrpe number of these ETaDNey 

collect the rounds completed, 
Vals ort 

deperpeing five in all. After every 

there dan alien control shiP 

70% 
80% 

Skrambie 
Two players can compete and 

pragon 32K £8 prefered 19 jowtKeys. for finer 

Wisrodesl, 41 Truro Rd, Si side view of themes over which 

Micradeal AL TiLSS SHE, you are Ming A Ue Othe 

é YON are eh players and the 

starting with tree spacers nigest sre GNDIYSH 30, 

Suing wih rere te enemy number CENT or cach 

you must pene nfivelerets, plaverisalsosBOwt. 0h 

ground defences. On level two bombs at atime. Atthe: endof the 

wound deter gacavembere sme mere SNE {able 

youmust Hy Isoure nent tvel, Graphics Are Sma flowing Pe 

there are UEO®, yep, contains and 1 gute ener eo his 5, Ply fo 

also ies. Levels four and five atime, although the price oul Ou key j i 

p) ea faces and te fae, ull instructions are on the Battie area 4 Or joysticg tt 

respectively. Points
 are gain for insert, but in very small type. Sugitsle brightd: Koverii: pomma 

| [Soir enemy destroyed and there 
TEM. carson pridge, yh tCr with bussed.” ot cue 

ith out to 

Gre fuel dumps along the way. Itis 
revorant to destroy some of  instruetins 

ine to maintain your fuel level, y 

displayed on-screen. An extra 
ship is awarded at 10.000 points 

maar RESCUE "gis nec ae 

ask Spe
ctrum 

jnitial loading. 
pate 

€5.95 
‘Graphics are nicely 

or 
but it does, Jook odd to see the 

y vierot eed Peat a pecause a 

Lyversoft, 6
6 Lime Sts iverpool scjentist is running to the rescue 

uUUN 
craft! L yversoft ‘claims ‘mach

ine 

craft! Lnce> pu my version #38 

-The scenario is quite straight code sou cal pact 

The seemare must mavens 2 found Ihe Fving 0 predict 

om the mother shiP able and Io fnoving on any of 

Grthe moon surface the four sil Ce ‘nth my 

at sceen OP oro reseueateA cums) NES ee is ability 

of marooned
 scientists. 

You wt tosustain lon
gterm interest. 

of mapletocarry one Passenees © 
a 

only abet ix rips are needy 

a tiyeh space littered Pit 

throug, Proving, successfully instructions 
0% 

f 

asteraies gpe mis
sion the cy playablNy 

or 

repeated 
graphics 

00 

pate sa joystick option. With value ics money 

only three controls, left ight 

Ghrust this is far from essential 

thros’ noying, feature is having © |
 

jard/joystick option 
center a keybo% 
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— 
a 

Disarm bombs with a wire guided robot, 
bombs must be disarmed in order within a 
time limit. 5 levels of play, high score table. 

CORE! 
A three part game, move left and right as 
you descend through the clouds, birds and 
aeroplanes. On to the caves and caverns 
then through the 3-D maze to the Core. 

FRUIT MACHINE 
One arm bandit simulation featuring random 

hold, nudge and gamble. ‘Reels’ are fixed 
and can be learnt but motion is random. 

UFO 
Blast the aliens as they appear from hyper- 
space, features 3 levels of play, refuel etc. £4.95 

SPUDZ 
Score points as you collect potatoes without 
getting caught in the shadow cast by the 
setting sun or falling into your trench. £4.95 

MUNCHER 
100% machine code game making good use 
of the sound and graphic facilities of the 
64. Munch your way around the maze 
avoiding the ghosts, etc. £6.95 

Send Cheques and Postal Orders to: 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING, 6 FLORENCE CLOSE, 
WATFORD, HERTS WD2 6AZ 

Tel: Watford (0923) 672941 
Please add 55p P&P per order. 



Top Ten programs £0 
huttle 4 Space SI 

2 Falcon Patrol 
Crazy Kono 

r Spirates and the 
‘Snowman 

5 Cosmic Convoy 

6 Stvx 
7 Motormania 
g Transylvania 

1 
2 
3) retonkere 

‘Manic Mine! 

$ Chequered Flag
 

6 Hunchbac
k ‘ 

7 The Pyramid 
Mr Wimpy 

8 3p Ant Attack 

10 _ Flight Simu
lation 

Compiled bY 
fast week's posi

tions 

g Trans 

9 _ Intergalac
tic Force 

40 Danger Range! 
psters- led by Wel 

ComPlgek's positions
 

n Tower 

w.H. Smith. Figur 

Top Ten Programs for the ZX81 

jore 64 the Commod 

Microdeal (3) 
Virgin (8) 
Interceptor (2) 

cBM(-) 

Toskset (5) 
Supersoft (— 
‘audiogenic (10) 

hard Shepherd (—) 
Richard 
Shepherd = 

Liamasott (6) 

Ultimate (4) 
imagine (—) 
ug-Byte (3) 
Psion (2) 
‘Ocean (9) 
Fantasy (—) 
‘Ocean (—) 
Quicksilva (8) 
Psion (6) 

es in brackets are 

1, Football Manager Addictive (3) 
2 Asteroids Quicksilva (1) 
3 Flight Simulation Sinclair (—) 
4 Mothership Sinclair (—) 
5 Space Raiders Sinclair (—) 
6 Chess 1K Sinclair (—) 
7 Invaders Quicksilva (6) 
8 Defenders Quicksilva (4) 
9 Crazy Kong PSS (9) 

10 ZX Assember Bug-Byte (8) 

Compiled by Websters. Figures in brackets are 
last week's positions 
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1 ManicMiner Software 
Projects Spectrum (2) 

2 Hunchback Ocean Spectrum (1) 
3 The Hobbit M.House Spectrum (6) 
4 Jetpac Ultimate Spectrum (5) 
5 3DAntAttack Quicksilva Spectrum (7) 
6 Lunar Jetman Ultimate Spectrum (4) 
7 Harrier Attack Durrell Spectrum (3) 
8 Valhalla Legend Spectrum (14) 
9 Atic Atac Ultimate Spectrum (13) 

10 Hunchback Ocean CBM 64 (—) 
11 Falcon Patrol. Virgin CBM 64 (10) 
12 Hobbit M.House CBM 64 (12) 
13 ChuckieEgg = A&F Spectrum (20) 
14 Kong Ocean Spectrum (8) 
15 Penetrator M.House Spectrum (11) 
16 Frogger Microdeal Dragon (—) 
17 The King Microdeal Dragon (18) 
18 Zzoom Imagine Spectrum (9) 
19 Chequered Flag Psion Spectrum (17) 
20 Cuthbert in the 

Jungle Microdeal Dragon (16) 
21 Hunchback Superior, — BBC (23) 
22 Arcadia Imagine VIC-20 (21) 
23 ManicMiner Software 

Projects CBM 64 (—) 
24 Skrambler Solor VIC-20 (26) 
25 Mini Kong Anirog VIC-20 (22) 
26 Hunchback Ocean Oric (—) 

27 CrazyKong _— Interceptor + CBM 64 (28) 
28 Jetpac Ultimate VIC-20 (25) 
29 Bugaboo 

(The Flea) Quicksilva Spectrum (—) 
30 The Hobbit M.House Oric (—) 

Compiled by PCS Distribution (0264 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. Chart 
is for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 
Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended March 3 

" imagine te ; 
Bewitche' Imagine 
atcha Snatche Uamesoft a 

Abductor imagine ( Nay 

Arcadia . ‘Audiogenic 
Tomb of Drews! ckets are 

Figures in bro! 



48K SPECTRUM OWNERS 021 1 on == 
LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS. 
x % %& FINANCE MANAGER x x * 

Voted “‘the best value financial program available’ by SINCLAIR USER 
FINANCE MANAGER is a powerful, flexible and very fast MENU DRIVEN general purpose ledger package which includes both standing order and special forward planning features. The program will handle up to 255 separate 
accounts and 1800 transactions. The power of MACHINE CODE has enabled us to produce the very latest ‘on the page’ presentation which lets you enter and edit data naturally, as if you were filling in a form. 

These screens are just a sample to show the style of the program: 
But that’s not all, not by a 
long way. This program 
automatically r. es a s 
corresponding debit or H 
credit for every entry, and Jig 
will even open a new ac- 
countif anentry features an Qaeda 
unrecorded account name. 
Information can be manipulated in various ways — you can call up your bank or credit card account, or analyse 
‘expenditure according to a variety of categories which you assign to the transactions. Instant Account balances can be listed at any time. A great time saving feature of this program is that account names and transaction descriptions need only be recorded once, as all the input fields will scroll existing files. There are many, many more 
features which make this the most powerful finance package around, we even include a test file for you to experiment with before getting started, 

* * % ADDRESS MANAGER x x * 
ADDRESS MANAGER utilises the same ‘‘on the page’ presentation as FINANCE MANAGER and offers 
‘Spectrum owners a professional standard address filing, indexing and retrieval system. Below are examples of 
the screen presentations. 
ADDRESS MANAGER has 
been carefully constructed 
to provide the user with a 
tool that is extremely 
friendly and easy to use, the 
speed and presentation of 
this program are second to 
none. 
ADDRESS MANAGER features MULTIPLE INDEXING via our 3 way 3 character index, an ability to store over 400 full names and addresses or 1500 individual names/titles 
USES include storing and updating names, addresses and phone numbers, printing out Xmas card lists etc, mail order Work customer classification by type size, (doctors have used this program to catalogue patients by 
treatment). 

* * * SO COLUMN-PLUS 80’VERSIONS * * * 
VERSIONS OF BOTH THESE PROGRAMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH AN 80 COL PRINTER. 
WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE KEMPSTON CENTRONICS INTERFACE THESE “PLUS 80 PRO- 
GRAMS CONTAIN ALL THE NECESSARY SOFTWARE AND CONTROL CODE FACILITIES TO OPERATE ANY 
KEMPSTON COMPATIBLE CENTRONICS PRINTER. 

VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE STORE NOW AND ASK FOR FINANCE MANAGER 
AND ADDRESS MANAGER BY NAME — 

also available from selected branches of W. H. SMITH, BOOTS AND J. MENZIES, 

SOFTWARE * * * SIMPLY THE BEST x * x 

If you experience difficulty obtaining your copies of these programs send a cheque or postal order for £8.95 
(£19.95 for PLUS 80 versions) or telephone your JR details to (0753 888866): 

Oxford Computer Publishing Ltd. 
4A HIGH STREET, CHALFONT-ST-PETER, BUCKS, ENGLAND 



BBC/ELECTRON PROGRAM 

i'm lost in the jungle... 

help me get back to base 
I have always wanted to travel 
and see the world and when I was 
invited to join the 1984 ex- 
pedition to Africa to search for 
the legendary Sea of Blue Water, | 
leapt at the chance. 

Tam not so sure now that I did 
the right thing! 

How it works 
60 game lost when error is 

generated 
0 disable escape key 
80 disable break key 
90 selects MODE 6 and chooses 

colour 
100-110 initialise variables 
120 defines envelope for sound 

effects 
130 call instructions 
140-180 fill arrays for locations, 

items and words understood 
190-520 main control loop, 

‘repeats until location 24 (base 
camp) is reached 

330 wails for response 
340-510 calls. PROCedure 

propriate to input word 
30-540 end of game 
360-670 instructions PROCedure 
660 waits for space bar 10 be 

pressed 680 data for sound effects 
6690-900 data for games "rooms" 
910-920 data for objects 
930 data for words understood 
940-2220 PROCedures which 

have self explanatory titles, 
e.g, PROCget 

The party leader sent me off 
yesterday to search for food and 
guess what... I have got myself 
Tost in the middle of the jungle. 
Please help me to find my way 
back to base camp by telling me 
what to do in the form of two- 
word sentences. 

Unfortunately, I do not speak 
very good English and if you find 
that I don’t seem to understand 
you, try another word. 

Here is a list of some of the 
words I understand: 

GO, N,S,E,W, UP, DOWN, IN, 
OUT, PRAY, HELP, EXAM- 
INE, SEARCH, SWIM, TALI 
SAY, DROP, LEAVE, IN- 
VENTORY, SCORE, WAIT, 
DIG, THROW, JUMP, DIVE, 
ROW, CUT, CHOP, MAKE, 
UNLOCK, EAT, DRINK, 
SAIL, LOOK, RUB 

\... that’s the plea from Steve 
Lucas, who wrote Jungle Search 

for the BBC and Electron 
computers. Type it in before 
something dreadful happens 

AN@ATX=@: AJZ=Oi PXe2 
128 ENVELOPE} ,2 
138 PROCInstructions 

168 FORK=17024; READOS (X) :FORY=1T04: READS (X,Y) 2NEXTY, 
178 FORK=17014sREADGS (X) BX (X, 1) sNEXTX 
188 FORK=17016: READNS (X) NECK) #NEXT 
198 REPEAT A 
2OOIFPX=1BANDAGX<>1THENXS="I fall into a deep hole be 

neath some straw. + Tt must have been a trap!!! *:PRO 

12) S@ANOLEN (AS) >OTHENAS=AS-+“ ,South“ELSEIFSX 
(PX,2) >2BTHENAS="South™ 
‘24@1FSX (Px, 3) 2BANDLEN (AS) \BTHENAE=AS-** ,E: 

PX,3) OTHENAS="East” 
) }@ANDLEN (AS) *OTHENAS=AS**, West “ELSEIFSY( 

PX, 4) 8THENAE="West” 
2eQPRINT""*1 can go 1—*""As"” 
27@E=@1 FORTZ=17014: PPx=@s IFBX (TX, 1) =PXTHENPPX=} 
2OOIFPPX=1THENSOO 
290NEXT: GOTOSSB 
SOOIFE*OTHENPRINT"I can see:—~ 
SLOPRINT "GS (1%) 1E9E+1:G0TO298 
320 IFPi=1 1 THENPRINTYS 
S3BPRINT “What do you think I should do "sINPUTZ® 

(28,3) 1CLS: VDU7:K=@ 
'SCO"THENPRINT "What do y 

ou think this is....some sort of game 7*:Kel 
36QIFCS="RUB"THENPRINT"Don“t be silly!":Ket 
S70IF (BS="N"ORLEFTS (Z8,4)="GO N™)ANDSY (PX, 1)<>8THENPX 

=SK(PX,1) 2K=1 
SOQIF (BS="S"ORLEFTS(Z$,4)="GO S")ANDS(PX,2) C>THENPX 

st “ELSEIFSX( 

ORLEFTS (2, 4)="G0 E™) ANDSX (P%,3)<2@THENPZ 
ORLEFTS (Z$,4)="G0 W")ANDSZ (PZ, 4) <@THENP 

DeKet 
@QAND (BS="N*ORBS="S"ORBS="E"ORD! "M*) THENPRINT™ 

Hints on conversion 
‘© Few computers have REPEAT 
UNTIL loops. Then main 
REPEAT UNTIL loops from line 
190-520 can be replaced by line 
520 IF P% (less than or greater 
than) 24 THEN GOTO 200 

@ The REPEAT UNTIL loop in 
fine 2160 is used to provide a time 
delay. Use a FOR/NEXT loop, 
€.g. 2160 K=1:PRINT"O.K.”: 
FORX = 1T01000:NEXTX 

@ The PROCedures used will 
have to be replaced by sub: 
routines, e.g. Line 130 will need to 
be replaced by 130 GOSUB 570 
(The line after DEFPROC state 
ment) and all ENDPROCS will 
need replacing by RETURNs 

‘© The biggest problem in con- 
verting this program for other 
machines is likely to be en: 
countered when you try to enter 
lines of over 40 characters. 
Machines like Orics and Com: 
modore 64s will not accept these 
Jong lines. If you split long lines 
beginning with IF THEN state- 
ments, you will need to start the 
second line with the same IF 
THEN statement! 

Variables 
Resident integer variables 
A%-Z8% are used widely s0 as to 
increase the speed of the game. 
P% current location 
AAG%-AJM% flags to testif certain 

events have taken place 
flag to test if item is there 

zS,CS,BS,LS holds words 
entered 

S%(X,¥) holds the map 
QS(X} holds descriptions of 

locations 
GS(x) holds descriptions of 

objects 
VS(X) holds items carried 
BYa(X,1) holds locations items 

found in 
NS(x) holds words understood 
N®0(x) pointer for words under- 

stood 
Y$ holds message 
XS holds message for losing game 
H%,D% ,D,X,¥ used as counters 

in FOR-NEXT loops 
R holds check for number of item 

Important note: Do not type in 
lines 60-80 until you have fully de- 
bugged the program. Then SAVE 
a copy before RUNning. 



BBC/ELECTRON PROGRAM 

I can“t go that way :K=1 
4201FC$="ROW"ORCS="SAI"ORLEFTS (7$,4)="G0O_R"THENPROCra fe 
‘ASOIFCS="DRI“THENPRINT"I can“t see anything to drink! 

“ike ELSEIFCS="EAT"THENPRINT"There'= nothing to eat!": kat 
44Q_IFBS="UP"THENPROCup ELSEIFC$="DOW"THENPROCdown EL SEIFC$=" IN"THENPROCin ELSEIFCS="OUT"THENPROCOut ELSEIF $="UNL"THENPROCUnl ock 
ASOIFCS="REA"THENPROCr ead ELSEIFCS="0PE"THENPROCopen 
AGOIFCS="CUT*THENPROCCUt ELSEIFCS="CLI"THENPROCCI ib 

ELSEIFC$="JUM"ORC$="DIV"THENPROC jump ELSEIFCS="CHO"ORCS 
'="FEL“THENPROCFel | 

A7OIFC$="WAI"THENPROCwait ELSEIFCS="DIG"THENPROCGig E 
LSEIFC$="THR"THENPROCthrow ELSEIFC$="SAY"ORCS="TAL “ORCS ="ASK" THENPROCtal k 

490 IFC$="HEL"THENPROChel p_ELSEIFCS="PRA"THENPROCpr ay ELSEIFC$="SWI"THENPROCawim ELSEIFCS="BUI"ORCE="MAK"ORC ‘$="CON"THENPROCRake 
490 1FC$="KIL"ORCS="DES"ORCS="ATT“ORCE="STA"ORCE="HIT 

““THENPROCat tack 
300. IFCS="GET“ORCS="GRA"ORCS="TAK"THENPROCget 
S1@IFC$="DRO"ORCS="LEA"THENPROCAr op ELSEIFCS="INV"THE NPROCinventory ELSEIFCS="EKA"THENPROCexamine ELSEIFCS= 

SEA" THENPROCsear ch 
‘520 UNTILPZ=28 
SSOPRINT"* "WELL DONE!!!"""You have solved this adven 

ture!": RESTORE: FORX=1TO1S: READ: SOUND1 y 1 ,D,3:NEXT ‘540 END 
550 END 
56@ DEFPROCinstructions 
57@ CLS:PRINT’ “TAB(11); "JUNGLE SEARCH 
SBQPRINT’"*"TAB(8);"<C> 1984 S.M. Lucas” 
598 RESTORE 
608 FORX=1T017: READA: SOUND! ,1,8,42NEXT 
610 PRINT“TAB(1@); "Please help me !* 
620PRINT'*I am a menber of the 1984 exedition, whi 

ch has cone to Africa in search of the sea of ‘blue wa 
ter." 

‘630PRINT'"The party leader has sent me in search of 
food, but I seem to have got lost. 
GAQPRINT "Help me to find my way back to safety.” 5OPRINT*"Pri <Space Bar> to play gane 660 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
678 ENDPROC 
689 DATA S3,49,53,69,89,55,197,53,149,53, 181,53, 1171 

37,145,89,53 
oe DaTAat 
788 DATAGN 
718 DATAIA 
728 DATAbY 
73 DATAIN a dark ‘cave, Mater Is dripping down 

Aimy walls. ,0,6,0 
74@ DATAbY an'old wooden door. ,5,0, 

8,6 
There is a largelizar’ 

covered’ footpath. ,3,18,0,8 
eral very tall trees. The floor 

here is covered with straw. There is a deep pit here., Cate 
798 BATAoN the banks of a fast flowing river.,18,8,0, 

® 
800 DATA raft in the middle of a fast 

‘84@ DATAat the top'of a rope. A large monkey canbe se 
en amongst the branches of the tree,0,8,19,8 

858 DATAamongst the branches of a very tall treeA cre 
ping vine seens to be firaly ‘attached to the tree 

8 
‘880"DATAN a narrow plateau. A creeper hangs from 

above. Spires of smoke can be seen in the distanc 
mali 

878 DATAn a narrow plateau. 28 
888 DATAon a mountain track. The track is soft 

foot. The path crumbles to the 
under 

908 DATAin the expedition’s camp. .2. 
F1QDATA @ sharp knife,t,a plank of wood,7,a small key 

19, small spider,15,a giant lizard,16,a monkey,19,a pi 
ie"of bones, 18 

Y2QDATA an axe,5,a coil of rope,8,a strange looking p lant 4,2 native on the river bank,12,a piece of paper ,2 
1,a crocodile,23,Tarzan...swinging from tree to tree,i4 
‘YS@DATAKNIFE, 1 ,PLANK,2,WOOD,2,KEY,3,SPIDER,4,LIZARD,5 MONKEY , 6 BONES ,7 AXE, 8,COIL,9,ROPE,9,PLANT, 1@, FLOWER, 1 

@, NATIVE, 11, PAPER, 12,PIECE, 12,CROCODILE, 13, TARZAN, 14 
yet 

98aK=1:PROCcheck 
96O1FLX<>1 THENENDPROC 
970E%=8 
9OQFORHZ=1701 42 TFBX CH, 1) =PZANDBX (NZ (R) , 1) =PXTHENEZ=1 

99ONEXT 
1OOIFEX=@THENPRINT"I cant see it here!":ENDPROC 

IFR=1THENAAZ=1 ELSEIFR=4THENAF%=1 ELSEIFR=9THENAHZ 
AB2BIFR=STHENXS="It bites we. 

gh ay blood":PROCLose 
AQSOIFR=STHENXS="The stupid thing...1t jumps at ay thr 

oat" :PROCIose 
14OIFR=120RR=1STHENKS="I fall into a stupor as the £1 ower sendsa jet or strange pollen into ay face":PROCLOS 
A@S@IFR=17THENPRINT"Don“t be stupid! !!!":ENDPROC 
1@691FR=1G0RR=14THENPRINT*How am I supposed to do that 

|!" ENDPROC 
1@7@1FR=150RR=16THENADZ=1 
1@OBEX=: FORDY=1 TOS: IVS (DL) ="" THENVS (D2) =G$ (N(R) ) 1% =1:D%—5 
1@90NEXT 
L1@OIFEX@OTHENPRINT"I'm sorry I can’t carry any more!* 
k= ENDPROC 
LA1@B% (NZ (R) 41) =@: ENDPROC 
11 2QDEFPROCCheck 

 FORH%= 1 TOLEN (78) 
IFMIDS(28,Hi,1)=" “THEN S=RIGHTS (78, (LEN(Z#)-Hi%)) 

Heat 
113@NEXT 
116@R=@:LX=@s TFLEN (L$) C2THENENDPROC 
1A 7@FORHZ=1TO1G: IFLEFTS (NS CH) ,LEN(L$) )=L4 THENL%=1: R= 

me 
1180NEXT 
A19QENDPROC 
12@@DEFPROCAr op 
121@PROCcheck 
1220K=15 TFLZC>1THENPRINT"I can’t see a “;LS:ENDPROC 
123BE%—8 
12A@FORD=1 7052 TFVS (DX) =G8 (NE CR) THENVE (D2) =" 2 Ex=1 
A2SQNEXTs IFEXC>1THENPRINT"1 haven't got it! ":ENDPROC 
126@B% (NE (R) 51) =PX 
A27OIFR=1THENAAZ=@ ELSEIF (R=15ORR=16) THENADZ=@ ELSEIFR 

ATHENAFZ=0 _ ELSEIFR=9THENAHZ = 
1280 IFR=2ANDP=9THENAGZ=1:PRINT"I slide the plank ove 
the lion trap” 

1 29QENDPROC 
138@DEFPROCinventory 
ASI@K=12PRINT*IT have 1~"2F% 
1 32QFORH=1 TOS: 1FVS (HZ) <>" "THENPRINTVS (Hi) ¢F%=1 
ISSONEXT: IFFX=@THENPRINT"Not a thing!” 
134@PRINT: ENDPROC 
ASS@DEFPROCCUt 
1S6OK=15 IFAAKC1THENPRINT"I have nothing to do that wi 

th!*:ENDPROC 
AS7@1FPX<>STHENPRINT"There’s nothing here to cut! !!"1E 

NOPROC 
1380 IFABi=@THENABY=1:PRINT*That “s done the trick! "15% 
(3,2) =9: ENDPROC 
13901FABX=1 THENABY=2:PRINT"I have 
through ! "18% (3,3) =4 ENDPROC 
LABBPRINT*nothing happened 
1A1@DEFPROCHE! p 142K 1 IFP%=3THENPRINT"I think I can see a way throug fh!" ENDPROC 
AASOIFPZ=9THENPRINT"I'd watch out !:ENDPROC 
A44QPRINT*Sorry I dont have a clue!":ENDPROC 
145@DEFPROCpr ay 
146@K=1:PRINT“O.K. ": RESTORE: FORX=1015: READY: SOUNDI , 

Y,32NEXT. 
T47@PRINT=That made we feel better !":ENDPROC 
1ABBDEFPROCAI g 
149@K=1:PRINT"I need a spade! !*:ENDPROC 
1508 DEFPROCUp 
A51@Ke 4 s IFP%=17THENP%=18: PRINT"O.K. "+ ENDPROC 
AS2B1FPX=22THENPRINT"It"s too far to jump! ":ENDPROC 
ASS@PRINT*I can“t do that here! ":ENDPROC 

It’s venom surges throu 

naged to cut a way 
ENDPROC 

{STHENP2=17: PRINT"O. K. ": ENDPROC 
1560 IFP%=19THENPRINT"O.K.":P%=20: ENDPROC 
157@ IFP%=21THENPRINT"There’s no ladder you know! ":END PROC TSS@PRINT*not here! !!*:ENDPROC 
159@DEFPROC jump 
1682 IFPX=21THENPRINT"Hade it. The ground 1s soft here 
'PX=221 ENDPROC 

AG1@PRINT“1 can’t do that here you know! ":ENDPROC 
1628DEFPROCCI ib 
1638 Kets IFP%=2BTHENPX=19: PRINT“0.K. ! ! "1 ENDPROC 
AGA@PRINT*Not here |! !":ENDPROC 
A6S@DEFPROCEWi a 
166@K=1 IFPX=23THENPROCCH: IFACI=1THENPRINT"O.K 
it 11 !*:Px=247 ENDPROC 
167@IFPX=110RP%=12THENKS="I fall into a deep whirlpool 
land drown" :PROCLose : 
16Q@PRINT"Don“t be silly! *:ENDPROC 
169@DEFPROCCH 
178@K=1: IFACK<>1THENK$="The crocodile bite 

unk out ofme!":PROClose 
1718 ENDPROC 
1728 DEFPROCLose 
1738 RESTORE: CLS: PRINT’xs 

‘3:READD: SOUNDI,1,D,32NEXT 

Made 

@ large ch 

"1 AM DEAD! SFORK=1TO 
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BBC/ELECTRON PROGRAM 

174@ PRINT’“"Would you like to play again?” 
1758 REPEAT: AS=GETS 
1768 UNTIL Ag="Y" ORAS="N" 
1778 IFAS="Y"THEN RUN ELSE PRINT’“Thank you for playin 

g!":END {178QDEFPROCat tack 
1790K=12 IFP%=2SANDAAX<>1THENPRINT"Too slow!...":Xs="1t 
moves over and kills me!":PROCLose ELSEIFP%=25THENPRIN 

ThO.k..."168(13)="a dead crocodile” :AC%=1:ENDPROC 
18001FP%=150RP%=16THENPRINT"It's too fast for me!":END 

PROC 
AGIOIFPX=19THENXS="It didn“t like that!":PROClose 
AB201FP%=12THENPRINT"Hes too far amay!":ENDPROC 
1GSQIFPX=14THENXS="Tarzan doesn't like that!":PROClose 
ABSSPRINT"Who's a silly billy then?":ENDPROC 
1040 DEFPROCr ead 
105@K=13 IFADX<>1THENPRINT" I"ve not got anything to rea 

1G 7@DEFPROC n 
1O00K= 1 IFPX< >6THENPRINT"Not her’ 
1Q9@1FAEX<>1THENPRINT" The door is locked!":ENDPROC 
1900 PRINT". K.":P%=71ENDPROC 
1910 DEFPROCOUt 
1920K=1  IFPX=7THENP%=6: ENDPROC 
193@PRINT"How can I go out when I’m not IN! 
1948 DEFPROCUnI ack 
195@Ks1s IFPZ<>6THENPRINT"Don't be stupid! “:ENDPROC 
196QTFAFX<>1THENPRINT"No key!!! !": ENDPROC 
197@PRINT"The key turns and the door opens with a dist 

ant. rumble! .":AE%= 1: ENDPROC 
1900 DEFPROCopen 
1990K=13 IFPX<>STHENPRINT"Don“t be stupid! ":ENDPROC 
2OO@1FAEX<>1THENPRINT"The door is locked! ":ENDPROC 
2OLOPRINT* It's already open.....!":ENDRPROC 
‘202@DEFPROCFel1 
2030K=11 IFPZ<>1@THENPRINT"how 
here dummy": ENDPROC 
2OABIFAHX< >1THENPRINT"I have no axe!":ENDPROC 
2OS@PRINT"I chop the trees down and now have a pile 

":Ar%=1:0$(10)908(1@)+" There is a pile of log 

1 supposed to do that 

2080K=11 1FPZ<>1@THENPRINT"1 can"t do that here!":ENDPR 
oc 
2090 IFAIXZC>1THENPRINT"I can't do that just yet!"rENDP 

Roc 
2100 PRINT*I build a raft!and push it down to the riv 

er. "1Pumi11VS="There is a raft here. ":AJZ=1t ENDPROC 
i LQDEFPROCT aft 

2120K=11 IFPX<>11 THENPRINT"don“t be silly"sENDPROC 
21SOIFAIZ<>1THENPRINT"I can’t do that just yet!":ENDPR 

oc 
2140 PX=12:PRINT“O.K.":ENDPROC 
215@ DEFPROCHait 
2160K=1:PRINT"O.K. ":TIME=@:REPEAT UNTIL TIME=108 
217@1FPX<>12THENENDPROC 
2160 Px=13:PRINT*The raft comes to a rest! ":ENDPROC 
2i9@DEFPROCthrom 
2200K=1:PRINT"I can't do that !!!!*:ENDPROC 
221@DEFPROCt alk 
2220K=11PRINT"O.K....nobody seems to be listening '"sE 

NDPROC. 
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Prices rise 
over IBM 

This week I thought I would let you know what the price trends of 
some of the major home computer manufacturers have been lately. 
Although people (me for one) feel that the IBM PCjr is quite over- 
priced for what it offers, there is no question that the relatively high 
price of the two models (about $670and $1270) will serve to stabilise 
the market, at least price-wise. 

‘Not only that, but such a move will also get customers used to 
paying more not only for the computers themselves but also for 
supplies and accessories. As soon as the IBM PCjr was announced 
and as soon as the industry learned of the demise of TI's 99/4A, 
several manufacturers announed price increases. 

Atari added $4010 the dealer cost of its 600and 800 XL models 
(which incidentally completely sold out by the end of last month). It 
also added $15 to the dealer cost of its Model 1027 printer and 1050 
disc drive unit, Even before it becomes widely available, Coleco has 
increased the price of its Adam about 24 per cent to $650 at the 
wholesale level. 

The retailers of computers that will compete against the PCjr 
feel no threat at all. Most believe that some of the limiting factors of 
the PCjr will actually help them sell their competing lines. It is also 
interesting {0 note that Commodore has not reacted 10 the re- 
pricing of its competitors any more than it has reacted to the 
introduction of the Adam or the PCjr. 

Le 
Ever wonder how many computers we have over here? Well, it turns 
‘out that computers can be found in approximately 15 per cent of all 
‘American households, and that there are about seven million 
installed micros altogether. In the same survey that revealed these 
figures it was also determined that most people who do not buy 
‘computers do so for one of two main reasons: the first is lack of 
need, and the second is high prices. The survey also revealed that 
people may change their minds about micros when they perceive 
that their children may need one to succeed in school. 

While most interactive yideodisc/microcomputer interface systems 
are usually quite expensive, anew low-cost system has been recently 
‘announced by a company called Lasersoft. The unit is called the 
Micro-Ed controller box, and has been announced for under $200! 

It has been designed to work with the Commodore 64, 1541 
disc drive, and the Pioneer 8210 videodisc player (and probably its 
European equivalent). The unit itself is only slightly larger than a 
deck of playing cards and allows the computer to randomly access 
‘any of the thousands of frames (individual “still” pictures) on the 
disc and present them on a single colour monitor used simul- 
taneously by the videodisc player and the computer. 

Two programs, written by the makers of the Micro-Ed, are 
provided and have to do with understanding the globe of the world 
‘and maps. At one point in the program, instead of having the 
computer churn out a computer designed picture of how earth 
looks from outer space, the program calls up the appropriate frame 
‘on the video disc which then shows an actual reproduction of a 
photograph of Earth as taken from the Moon by astronauts. 
Besides these initial programming efforts, other applications are 
being developed to include a’ wide range of activities for families 
with children as well as adult interests. You can write to Lasersoftin 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota. 

Out of room again. See you next week. 



*OF THE MUTANT CAMELS 
At last the long awaited sequel to Attack of the Mutant Camels is available. You 
are controlling a ninety foot high, neutronium shielded, lazer spitting death camel; 
leading a rebellion against your evil Zzyaxian overlords. The game features 

* beautiful smooth scrolling graphics and no less than 42 different attack waves, 
more than any game in video history. The challenge of play will last for months 
as you battle to see what's on the next wave. 

YY tinegy 
uy 
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49 MOUNT PLEASANT, 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Dodgy Dealer 
32K BBC £6.50 

OIC, 15, Burghead Cl, College 
Town, Camberley GUIS 4XL 

Ever fancied running your own 
business? You know the sort of 
thing. . . armed only with your 
£5,000 bank loan, and a number 
of ‘advisors, you set out to make 
your mark on industrial Britain. 
Too risky? Fortunately this text 
based simulation lets you play out 
exactly this business scenario 
‘without having to suffer any real 
sleepless nights. 

Your goal is simply to try and 
make a profit, or avoid bank 
rupcy, in a set time. You are 
offered helpful advice by your 
managers, covering all aspects of 
your business, including 
production, marketing, transport 
and accounts. You must then 

City 
48K Spectrum 

Terminal, 

Anyone who has 
ambitions to be a 
capitalist can now 
with this game of 

ch st 
aim of making £1 million. 

life, the ch: 
at_mo\ 

ice may disappe: 

ments, shops, 
banks. All the 

done for you. As the city 

Bandit 

32K BBC £2.99 

32 Watchyard Lay 
Compusatt, 32 tS TU ay 
Formby, Liver 

he fascination in 
‘which normally 
uring out of @ 
h on a machine 

all! Don’t 

{stil cannot see faving a game 
has money Pol 

machine's moult 
Which has no 

28 Church Lane, 
Prestwich, Manchester M25 SAJ 

nurtured 
bloated Chi 

t out the role 
property 

development speculation. It's for 
fone to four players with the 
Spectrum playing vacant places. 

ts with £200,000 with the 
You 

take turns — quickly or, asin real 

round an on-screen 
map, building, demolishing or 
purchasing pubs, houses, apart 

factories and 
collecting, tax 

paying and other book-keeping is 

developed the map shows each 

There is nothing 
lenty of col 
Bhd sound. BUY 
afin o lose mone 
‘th this, yous 

decide how much money and 
resources to allocate in the 
different areas of the business 
‘Oh, of course, the advice doesn’t 
come free! 

If you enjoyed ruling your 
country in King (one of the 
programs supplied with your 
BBC) or Hmrabi, then you will 
find this quite gripping. 
Obviously the business simu- 
lation is not quite up to the level of 
Executive Suite on an IBM-PC 
but I am sure any marketing man 
will have a challenge sorting out 
his market strategy on level nine! 
Rank novices should start on level 
zero. Needs O.S. 1.2 P.D. 

90% 
80% 
60% 
85% 

instructions 
playabil 
graphics 
value for money 

kkk * 

players’ property holding in a 
distinctive colour. Realistic 
features include varying property 
values to reflect, for example with 
a pub, the buildin 
houses for customers. 

City has four game len 
each with slightly differes 

teristics, along with 
“save game” facility, necessary 
because of the time taken to 
‘complete a game. There are even 
two colour schemes in case one 
does not suit your TV! 
A very well thought out, well 

presented package and very 
enjoyable to play. I would 
suggest, though, printed detailed 
instructions as well as those on 
screen, DJ. 
instructions Om 
playability 85 
graphics 80% 
value for money 90% 

knew 

our, good graphics 

ou edontactually og in Keeping 0p 
time! The 

ood as others 1 
I've thought 

t's for gamblers 
t to stop losing money 

ehabit. Eureka 
put keep thehabit-E nd 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 

70% 
80% 
80% 
90% 

value for money 

mythical m 
with SOp an 

Are they like 
real life? 

ae] 
You can run your own business 

or play golf or pool or try golf 

in these simulation games. 
How well do they perform? 

Microde; deat, Austel Con’! , Truro 

Drag 
8raphics Producing ls 

snooker =, Pl So Micro 
this version as simples 1 Of Poo! ins fame with n 

atthe to button down 

Royal Birkdale 
48K Spectrum 

£6.90 

Ocean, Ralli Bdg, Stanley St, 
Manchester M3 SFD 

This golf simulation takes its 
name from the well-known golf 
course, and promises a faithful 
reproduction of the 18 holes. The 
title page is spectacular in colour 
and definition, with a picture of 
the club house. That high 
standard of graphics is 
maintained throughout 

As with most computer golf 
games, you select the direction, 
club, and strength with which you 
wish to strike the ball. An added 
plus here is that you also have 
your reactions tested. The 
‘outcome decides whether the shot 

to the he force 
wall PL2s ska 

Sound efte limited ands 
colours, 

are and graphiles ajtough adequ 
raditional are none nat 

instructions playability Braphics Value for money 
9p, then 
While a 

is true, or whether you hook, 
fade, or slice the ball 

‘Once the ball is on the green, 
the display moves to a close up. 
Even the slope is taken into 
account as you attempt to putt. 
Again, there is a reaction test. 
This I found the most frustrating 
part — the strength of the putt is 
too sensitive to the test, and 
success is extremely difficult 

Apart from poor error 
trapping of the INPUT 
responses, this is a well-writte 
BASIC program which could 
provide a lot of fun — once 
you'velearnedtoputt! —D.N. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

x kk * 

80% 
70% 
90% 
80% 



It’s a one- way flight, 
unless your bomb 
aiming is on target 

As your target approaches you 
fee! surprisingly calm. Your hand 
is lightly resting on the button 
ready to start bombing the centre 
of the enemy's industrial 
complex. 

Your mission is one of high 
risk. To carry the maximum 
tonnage, you decided to limit 

Add to your collection of 
arcade-style classics with 6809 
Squadron, written for the 

dragon 32 by Clive Gifford (who 
intended the pun in the title...) 

How itworks 
60-80 set up and display ttle page 
190-310 request skill level and 

transfer this to the size of the 
buildings. Graphics are drawn 
while the text screen is di 
played, a useful trick wh 
prevents people from having 
to watch the graphics display 
slowly evolve time and time your fuel. 

It means this is a one-way 
journey. The only chance you 
have forsurvival is to clear the 
screen, enabling you to land 
safely, otherwise you will go 
down with guns blazing. 

The game is played in high 
resolution graphics and the 
instructions are in the program. 
There is a choice of 10 skill levels 
relating to the height of the 
buildings. 

5@ CLEAR 100¢ 

7 CIRCLE (128, 130), 40, 3:PAINT (128, 130),3 
13 
8@ CIRCLE (128, 130), 40, 2:PAINT (128, 130),2 
+2 x 
9@ CIRCLE (128, 130), 15, 4: PAINT (128, 130), 4 
+4 
100 DRAW"BMS@, 60; US@RZ@D1 OL 20D19RZEDIOLS 
@BE10U10R10D10L 10" 
11@ PAINT(35,55),4,4 
120 DRAW"BM8S, 60; US@RT@DSOL JOBE1OLIOR10D 
10L1@BU20U10R10D10L 10" 
13@ PAINT(90,55),4,4 
14@ DRAW"BM1 40, 60; USORS@DSOLSOBE1 OUTORIO 
D30L10" 
150 PAINT(145,55),4,4 
160 DRAW"BM190, 60; BU24UZ6RSEDSCL 1 9U24L20 
BE1@U6R1@D6L10" 
170 PAINT(215,55),4.4 
180 PLAY*T203L4GL2EP10L 4CDEFAL 1 2BN4CO03B0 
4COSL2BP 1 OL 6GABO4CEL 12FSFGL2FPEL403FEDL1 
cp2" 
190 CLS:PRINT @ 64, 
Q=SIMPLE™: INPUT L 
2@0 IF L>1@ OR L<1 THEN 190 
210 SC=0:A=10 
22@ PMODE 3,1:COLOR 2,3:PCLS:SCREEN 1.0 
23@ CLS:PRINT @ 199."g 00d luck" 
24@ PRINT:PRINT™ REMEMBER: SPACE BAR 70 
BOMB" 

SKILL LEVEL (1-10) 1 

10 REMESESRER ee eeesesereeeees et 
20 REMSS#8226809 SQUADRONSE Est 
3O REMSSSS24CLIVE GIFFORDSEEs es 
4Q REMBERERE Eat eeeseeeeeees ee 

6@ PMODE 3,1:PCLS:SCREEN 1,0 

again 
470-500 are put into action is 

spacebar is pressed. This is the 
bomb drop routine 

510-520 are for when the aircraft 
crashes, If it manages to land 
safely, then lines 530-590 
activate win routine, An inter- 
esting point of note is line 600 
which produces the striped 
effect background for the win 
routine 

600-690 score, high score, 
another game?, if so re-start. 
Note use of fast POKE in lines 
640 and 250 

25@ POKE 65495,0 
260 FOR I=1 TO 22 
270 H=(CINT(RND(7) +L8) +20) ) 
28 A=A+10 
29 LINE(A,H)—(A+9, 197) ,PSET, BF 
2@@ FOR T=10 TO 23@ STEP 10:LINE(T,197)- 
(7, ©) , PRESET: NEXT 
71@ NEXT I 
32@ PMODE 3,1:COLOR 2,3:SCREEN 1,0 
33@ PLAY"L403CED" 
340 X=20:¥=9 
3S@ A=X-6:B=Y+6 
36@ IF PEEK(135)=22 THEN POKE 135,0:GOSU 
B 470 
37@ GOSUB 40e 
380 GOTO 35e 
390 se="" 
400 S$="BM"+STRS (X) +", “+STRE(Y) +"U7RIDSR 
7D4L1@BUZBR4R4":DRAW S$ 
410 LINE (X-15, Y-9)~(X-1, Y+1) , PRESET, BF 
420 IF X=24@ AND Y>=18@ THEN FOR T=1 TO 
S:PLAY"O3L12FACE":NEXT: GOTO S40 
43@ IF X>=25@ AND Y¢19@ THEN Y=¥+10:x=10 
LINE (248, @)-(255, 190) , PRESET, BF 
440 X=X+10 
450 IF PPOINT(X+9,¥+3)<>3 OR PPOINT(X+7, 
Y#3)<23 OR PROINT(X+9,¥)<>3 OR PPOINT (X+ 
6.Y+6)<23 OR PPOINT(X+7,¥+6)<93 OR PROIN 
T(X+9, ¥46)<23 THEN 510 
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460 RETURN 
470 B=B+15 
490 LINE(A-2,B-15)—(A+4,B) , PRESET, BF 
49@ BS="BM"+STRS (A) +", “+STR$ (8) +"R4D3G2H 
2US":DRAW BS 
5@0 IF PPOINT(A,B+4)=3 OR PPOINT(A,8+7)= 
% THEN GOSUB 400:G0TO 47@ ELSE LINE(A: 
B-15)—(A+7, B+3®) , PRESET, BF: PLAY"D1L20C": 
SC=SC+10: RETURN 
510 FOR TO 15 STEP 2:CIRCLE(X,¥),T.2 
:NEXT 
52 FOR T=1 TO @:SCREEN 1, 1:PLAY"01V30L9 
C":SCREEN 1,@:PLAY"O2V18C":NEXT:GOTO 640 
S30 PMODE 3,1:COLOR 2,3:SCREEN 1,0 
S40 X$="BM40, 40; S2D4QESOF SOUSOPRIOREOL EO 
DSORSOL SODTORSOBRIORSOL GOLIGOBRICDEAREO" 
S5@ X$=X$+"BM40, 120; SPRE@DSOL 6OR1 QUSOBRB 
ORGODEOL 6OUSOBRIOD4OULOF LOUSCBRIORSOL SOD 
JORSOLSEDSOREO" 
S60 YS="C3" 4x5 
S70 XS="C2" 4x8 
580 FOR T=1 TO 8:DRAW X$:PLAY"O1L25eCDEF 
GBDCDA" 
590 DRAW Y$:PLAY"OSDFEGCABBLD":NEXT T 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH 
BY MAIL ORDER ONLY. 

‘THE WIZARD’ 
22,CARVER ST 
SHEFFIELD S14FS. 
TEL: 0742 752732 

WATCH OUT FOR THE WIZARD JOYSTICK |. 
INTERFACE FOR 8BC-NO SOFTWARE 
REQUIRED. OPTION FOR 2 STANDARD |: 
ATARI JOSSTICAS.. 
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6@@ POKE &HB2,109:POKE BHB2, 108 
61@ FOR T=1 TO 255:LINE(T,®)—(T, 190) ,PSE 
T:NEXT 
620 FOR X=1 TO 15:DRAW X$:DRAW Y$:NEXT 
63@ FOR T=1 TO 1000:NEXT T 
649 POKE 65494,0:CLS:IF SC¥1@>HS THEN HS 
=SC#1@ ELSE GOTO 470 
65@ PRINT @ 200, “SCORE: ";SC¥1@:PRINT"YOU 
HAVE BEATEN THE HIGH SCORE PLEASE ENTE 

R NAME (LESS THAN 9 CHARACTERS)” 
66@ INPUT NS: IF LEN(NS)>9 THEN 460 
67@ CLS 3:PRINT @ 297, "SCORE: ";SC*10; 
689 PRINT @ 71, "HIGH SCORE: ";HS;:PRINT @ 
139, "BY "sNS; 

690 PRINT @ 392,"ANOTHER GAME?";: INPUT G 
$:1F G$="Y" THEN 190 ELSE END 

ard. 
CCESSORIES 

ize 

CHEQUES + P.ORDERS 
CROSSED AND PAYABLE 
TO ‘JUST MICRO’ 

Please send me . 

| Quickshot II Joysticks 
| £995 Each+ 80p P+P 

| Address - 



TURN YOUR PROGRAMME 
NMOd i01SdN 

Now you can add another dimension to your games. 
Swap direction, swap functions, confuse your friends. 

In fact you can add almost any twist to your games with 
Stonechip’s Programmable Joystick Interface. 

You can also listen to them 
with Stonechip’s Echo Amplifier. 

Programmable Joystick Interface. This also enables 
any Spectrum software to be used with a joystick, 
irrespective of which keyboard keys have been chosen, 
for function 
Programming is easy using only a single switch, Switch 
‘one way to program and another way to play. No 
tapes to load or links to worry about — all 
programming is achieved by hardware. Used with 
Atari-compatible joysticks. Simply plugs into rear 
expansion port of ZX-Spectrum. No other connections 
to make, no additional power supply required. 

Echo Amplifier. How would you like to listen to the 
sound output from your ZX-Spectrum without ear strain? The 

Stonechip Echo amplifier can do this for you as well'as easing 
the tedium of saving or loading of tapes and enlarging the range of 

tape recorder compatibility with the computer. The amplifier has volume control 
‘over a range adequate for most uses, and a tone control for harsh or mellow sounds. A switched 

interface removes the need to swap leads during “SAVE’ing or 'LOAD’ing. Leads are left 
connected all the time and the desired function is selected on the three, position switch by 

the user. Use of the ‘CUE’ facility enables an audio cue to precede the program being 
SAVE'd on tape, a decided advantage when searching through a 

multi-program tape. The Echo simply plugs into the Ear, Mic and Power 
sockets of the computer and does not require an additional 

Power supply. The expansion port at the rear of the 
computer is left free for use with other peripherals 

and the unit is housed in an attractive 
case Custom designed to 

complement the 
2XSpectrum: 

SON EGR e 
ELECTRONICS =m 
‘StonechpLc. Brook Tad Estate Deachrook Lae Aidershot Hats GUI2 4X8 THO052)518260 



‘Computer Software and accessories. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, Bedford 

85t. George's Arcade, 
Falmouth, Cornwall. 

"Tel: 0326 314663 
We are sockins of BBC SINCLAIR, COMMODORE, DRAGON, 

J & F COMPUTERS 
We stock a wide range of hardware, 
software and peripherals for most of) 
the leading home computers, including. 
SPECTRUM, BBC, Commodore 64 
‘and VIC 20. Phone or write now for 
‘more details. 
OUT NOW — SYSMON machine: 
‘code monitor programs give you access 
to machine code on the VIC 20 and 
‘Commodore 64, Features include Hex 
Dumps, Load and Save of machine 
code, Assembler, Disassembler and 
lots mote! At only £5.50 for tape 
versions for either machine, or £10.00 
for SYSMON 20onan EPROM, i’san 
Invaluable tool for the serious 
programmer. Also, we program 
EPROM's with your p 
£10.00 — write or phone for a 
‘quotation. Trade enquiries welcome, 
‘Send cheques/postal orders now fo: 
J & F COMPUTERS, 

Rosehill, Ladock, 
Truro, Cornwall TR2 4PQ, 
or telephone us (any time) on 
St. Austell (0726) 882 758 

SOFTWARE 10% OFF RRP. 

ie-20 cartridges £0 each or & for £18. 
RADIO 88, 88 Longbridge Rd. 

Barking, Essex. 
Tol: 01-594 9979 for pricelist. 

— VISIT US — 
AT OUR NEW SHOP 
For Sinclair ZX81 & Spectrum 
machines, add-ons, books, 
programs, for home and 

business use. 
Also Memotech, Dragon, 
CBM 64, VIC-20 & Sharp. 
DOVER INTERNATIONAL 
‘COMPUTER CENTRE 
101 The High Street, 

Dover CT16 1EB 
Tel: 0304 212433 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

LONDON STAFFS 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE. 
‘Over 150 games for the Spectrum and 100 for the VIC-20. Also BBC, CBM 
‘64, Dragon, Atari. software sold at 
‘discount prices. SAE for lists to: 

294 Romford Road, 
Forest Gate E7. Tel: 

ICOMPUTER ADD-ONS} 
for your Spectrum 

48K Spectrums available £127 
NOW AVAILABLE 

a must for your CBM 64 
International Soccer only £9.75, 

Write or phone: 
‘Armchair Action Computers 
41 Drayton Green Rd, Eal 

London W13, 
Tol: 01-567 1944 

LANCASHIRE 

PENNINE _ 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Rainanonenteils 
30 Burnley Road, Accrington, 

Lancs, Tel 0254 390424 Gee knees cove eneerne 
108% discount, SAE for free catalogue 

Stating micro, 

‘BUSY B’s COMPUTERS’ 
Commodore Cassettes £42 

plus £2 p&p. 
91 Dearden Gate, Haslingden, 
Rossendale, Lancs EB4 5SN 

Tel: 0706 215361 

ty ‘lao the widest range of sotware, books tod accesories in the aes 
89 Euston Road, Morecambe, 

Tel: (0524-411435) 
OPEN SUNDAYS 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

‘A large range of software in stock for 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC-1, 
SPECTRUM, COM 644 VIC-20. 

Also stockists of BBC & 
‘SPECTRUM COMPUTERS, 
‘Open Mon ~ Sat 9am ~ 6pen. 

Access & Barclaycard accepted. 
88 Huish, Yeovil, Somerset 

(0935) 21724 

Enter the world of COMPUTER CABIN 
SE wine Parade, Silverdale, Newcastle 
“8 Tel: 0782 636911 

Official Acorn Dealer @ BBC Service and information centre 
for Staffordshire. Send S0p for full catalogue. 

“r xem CABSOFT Time Warp for the 48K Spectrum and now the 
WARP CBM 64. Only £6.95 including p&p (Cheques payable to 

*Cabsoft’). Memotech version available soon. 
JAYTRONICS SPECTEL enables your 48K Spectrum to store 500 
names plus fel. numbers for instant recall. Software only £9.95 
Hardware — £29.95 gives auto-dial plus re-dial (simple connection 
requires GPO approval). Cheques to ‘JAYTRONICS’. 
BAZ’S BARGAIN BASEMENT Spec. radio/amps £6.95 plus £1 p&p. 
BBC spares plus computer cables & leads for various makes of 
computers. S.A.E. for lists. 

WARWICKSHIR Computerama= 
The Midiandz CARVELLS 

of Rugby Ltd. 
3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY 
Tel: 0788 6527516 

BBC computers in stock £399 also 
ACORN ELECTRON £199 — Place 

your order now. CBM 64 £229, 
ALL LEADING MICRO'S | || weslio sock ORC: SPECTRUM & ates vottware books 

Je) BOAT ST Phone or visit soon. TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

The Micro Store 

HOME COMPUTER CENTRI 
We carry a large selection 
of hardware/software/ 

accessories for all popular 
home computers. 

SCOTLAND 

‘SHOP AND. 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE 

THE GAMES 

NO. 0224-643740] 
3 Waverley Place, Aberdeen ABI IXH. 
Sioxtist of Specicam, Dragon, VIC:20 
nd Commodore 64 software. Extensive Selection of books and magazies. 

SHETLAND 
SPECIAL OFFER 

10% off software on 
production of this ad. 
13B West Street, 

Horsham, W. Sussex 
Tel: 0403 52297 

BBC Micro, Dragon 
Spectra 

Opes Mi 
- VIC-20, CAMO 
Sat 9.30am-$. 30pm 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 

GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 
FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 
VIDEO RADIO 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
01-437 100 

(We take Access and Barclaycard) 
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Lineage: 

35p per word Ts 
EN — 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 

THANK YOU! 
For your response to our call for 

games programs. 

We enjoyed evaluating them but you didn’t 
send enough. 

PLEASE SEND MORE! 
Immediate evaluation as usual. 

Send your games to: 

RON HEYES, Kace International, 
32 Avon Trading Estate, 

Avonmore Road, London W14 
or Telephone 01-602 7355 Extn. 35 

MICRO ENTHUSIAST 
Are you familiar with several different home computers? Could 
you explain the pro’s and con’s of the different hardware, and 
sort out the problems encountered by less technical people? 

ASSISTANT 
To the manager required for a new dedicated home computer, 
software and accessory shop in Slough Centre. The right money 
paid for the right person. Accommodation may be available. 
Please send full details in writing to 

MODESTATE LIMITED, Ref HCW, 
Chile House, 20 Ropemaker St, London EC2Y 9BA_| 

conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
yourself. Loose stamp for details. 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WF8 1RT 

Part exchange your old software for 
brand new cassettes, S. for 
details. State machinetype. NCC, 12 
York Close, Barton, Beds MK45 
4Q8, 
Software Exchange. Swap your used 
software. Spectrum speciality 
FREE membership. S.A.E. UK 
SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell Greave, 
Sheffield SS 9GB. 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE 

SERVICE/REPAIR 
10) 

NEW TO COMPUTING?: 
We are here to help you gain 
skills in computing. Ring 
COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

‘on 01-318 S488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 

London SE13 SLO 

FLOPPY DI 
INTERFACE 
for Spectrum 

FDC-L interface card, with Disc ‘operating system in EPROM, and a 
utility disc 

£70.00 ex. VAT. £81.50 ine VAT, P&P. 
-DC-1 MK2. As MkI but with a 

Spectrum edge connector for further 
‘Cards, e-g. printer interface 

£85.00 ex. VAT. £98.75 ine VAT, P&P. 
Centronics interface for Spectrum 

£29.00 plus VAT 
abo 

RESEARCH LTD.. 386 Westmount Road, Loedon SEY INW Teds 1-856 gan 

BROWN’S CASSETTES 
10 TDK hi-resolution blank data 

cassettes CIS — £5.95 
Suitable for the use of today’s com 
puters — each comes complete with 

Brown’s Cassettes (Dept HCW) 
15 Royston Road, Thornbury, 

Bradford 8D3 
Tol: 0274 662703 

Supplies and Accessories. Extensive 
range for all home and busines 
needs. Contact: Screen Care, 01-65 
9538. 

Burglar Alarm equipment. Please 
visit our 2,000 sq.ft. Showrooms or 
write or phone for your free 
catalogue. C.W.A.S. Ltd, 100 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford BD6 
IDB. Telephone 0274 731532. 

YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

Gentlemen. Does your lady enjoy 
attractive softwear? Then send for 
free lists of inexpensive lingerie 
SAE to BCM/Elegance, London 
WCIN 3XX. 

Spectrum software library. Two 
weeks hire £1.00. Lifetime member 
ship £5.00. Stamp for lists. Hiresoft, 
113 Broomfield Road, Marsh, 
Huddersfield 

Hire a computer from ZX81 up 
wards for a week or a year. We also 
buy and sell second-hand com- 
puters, magazines and books 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London Ni 
IBA. Tel: 01-607 0157, 

1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

Orie Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall. 

For SPECTRUM SUPPLIES 
NOW, but especially 
‘SPECTRUM 48K 
with HOBBIT! 

RRP £144.90, our price 
ONLY £139.95 inc. p&p. 
with PENETRATOR! 

RRP £136.90, our price 
ONLY £134.20 inc. p&p. 

with MELBOURN DRAW! 
(Graphics) 

RRP £138.90, our price 
ONLY £134.99 inc. p&p. 

NCS 
Phone your order 

0480 811813 

5 : 
KENILWORTH SZFTWARE 

TI-99/4A 
Extended BASIC £44.95 

Cassette Interface leads — single £8 
Cassette Interface leads — dual £6.50 

M. A. FAULKNER, 
9 Dencer Di 

Knights 
Kenilworth, Warks. 

COMMODORE 64__ 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Over 230 titles, all originals, Hire of 
first two. games absolutely free. Life 

Join now on membership only £6 
‘money back approval 
Send for details 1: 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can how 
offer out-of-guarantee repairs by 
‘our Computer Dept. Our engineers 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro- 
ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81— 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.9! - 
trum — £18.75. Send with che: 
PO. TV. Service of Cambridge, 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 
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COMMODORE REPAIRS 

For more details telephone or SAE t 
G.C. BUNCE & SON 

36 Burlington Road, Burnham, 
Bucks SLI 7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696 

DVERTI: 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SE) 
YOUR BUSINESS 

GROW. PHONE 
OW FOR 

DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 

SOFTWARE 
APP 
SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

‘Simply the best. Copying any program| 
snow as easy as LOADIng and 

SAVEing your own programs. Any 
ZX Specirum program can be backed 
‘up onto a fresh tape. Even programs 

now be 
Prins filen 

files. SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no] 
‘rogram area so fullsize programs 

over 
be cop 

der program. 
Despatched by first elass return of 

post ‘Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to: 
MEDSOFT 

61 Ardeen Road, Doncaster, 
Yorks DN2 SER. 
EVEN COPY ITSELF 

BACK-UP 
APE COPIERS 

COMMODORE 64 
vic 20 
BBCMODELA/B £5.95 
ORIC1 £5.95 
SPECTRUM 16/48K £4.95 

WALLTONE LTD. 
Crown Courtyard, Bridge Street, 

Evesham, Worcestershire 

BREAKER BREAKER: 
For the Commodore 64, this revised 
1984. version will make back-up 
copies of most po sette 
programs. Why pay more? For a fast 
turn round on orders rush cheques. 
POs for £3.95 to: 

C. KENT, 
26 Northcape Walk, Corby, 

Northants NN18 900 
Can you afford 10 be without one? 

£5.95 
£5.95 

‘Spectrum Speedyload — Halve your 
waiting time! This short program 
lets you save/load at 3000 baud. 
Cassette (48K), £3.95. Ness Micro 
Systems, 100 Drakies Avenue, 
Inverness 

© 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 
Specialist Publications Ltd. All rights conferred by U 
specifically reserved to Argus Specialist Publications Lid and any reproduction requi 

VIC-20 COPYTAPE 
Produce security back-up copies of 
‘your programs. Efficient andeasy to 
Use program copies BASIC, Machine 
‘Code, Multipart and Auto-run pro: 
grams onto a new cassette. Works 
on any size VIC 
For cassette with instructions send 
Cheque/PO for £5 to: 

ROGER WOLFENDALE, 
Dept HC, Laurel House, 
‘Spinks Lane, Witham, 

Essex CMS 1EP 

@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
A back-up utility for COMMODORE 
(64. Will make security copies of most 
cassette based software. Supplied on a| 
quality cassette with full instructions. 
Send £4.75 10: 
HORIZON SOFTWARE, 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 

Northants NN18 9PA 

APE COPIER 5 
(new version) 

SPEC Mt 3 headers 
ffaiures FULL MONEY BACK CLARAN: Tet you are ot atte 

 MAXBYTES cone the FULL 16k oe 
‘Copies. Auto. Abort. HEAD data 
BREAK a then carey oa LOAD: 
Cont only £6.49 or (540 with M/ DRIVE 

5 STARS FROM THE 
HCW REVIEW, WITH THREE 

100% RATINGS! 
TERM (DHC 

16 Stonepit Drive. ¢ 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

Oric I. Five primary school pro- 
grams on one cassette. Instructions 
on how to adjust level of difficulty 
£3.50. E. M. Prince, 17 Bentley 
Close, Upwood, Huntingdon 
Cambs. 

ISIS VIDEO 
Specialists in Educational software 
Software and text books. Software 
packages from ABC to A level. Many major publishing houses included in 
‘our comprehensive catalogue covering 
most popular home /school computers 
Ring Fiona Brooks now on 01-41 0803, 
or write stating model to: 

ISIS VIDEO «cw, 
Crown Works, Chruch Road, 
Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE specialists. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 
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HCW — 
OMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

SOFTWARE 

Computer games, discount prices. 
Free catalogue. Send S.A.E. to: 
A. D. Software, 17 West Street 
Wath on Dearne, Rotherham S63 
7QU 

TI-99/4A 
FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 
LIST AND SAMPLE 

INSERTS. 
HARLEQUIN 

Computing Limited, 
PO Box 44, 

Ilford 1G1 3DV 

Texas TI-99/4A cassettes: 1 
lantis Invaded"” — underwater ad 
venture: 2. **Depth Charge Attack" 

battleship hunts submarine: 3 
*Caterpillar Crunch" — eat or be 

eaten: 4. “Fighter Pilot” — aim 
your gunsight. Prices — £4.95 any 
two programs: £5.95 any three 
£6.95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. 
to P. M. Williams, 1 New Road, 
Melbourne, Royston, Herts 

on 

Dromeda Software. Quality games 
for TI-99/4A. S.A.E. for details. 
56 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca 
shire BB4 SLS, 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

£5, 33 titles to choose from. 
For full list §.A.E. to: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
10 Potterill Lane, 

Sutton-on-Hill HU7 4TF 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE. 
Hage Discounts off most computers 
specrRuM RRP ORF] Nanic Miner (Bug Byte) Sis “as Ant Attack (Cuicksva) es S95 Hobo (Mtelbourne) 1495 11.99] 

Misor U.Morrisoa) . 6.98 $95 
Free. SAE for 12 page catalogue of 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE. 45 Brunswick. Bracknell, Berks 

TOP 100 
SPECTRUM GAMES 

2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
SAE FOR LIST 

BEEDUS SOFTWARE 
102 Beatty Road, Stanmore, 

Middlesex HA7 4EU 

Spectrum 16/48K ‘‘Raquel’” 
presentsher games collection for age 
16 up only, (State age when order- 
ing). Only £3.99. 1. Brooks, 17 
Malvern Flats, Coleman Street, 
Southend, Essex. 

[ INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 4 
TI-99/4A 16K BASIC 

Hi-Res Graphics and Text Adventures ADVENTURE MANIA - can youcomplete the ulumate goes 15:95 (HCW reviewed Vou 4S). MANIA’ — superb graphics, can 
Rem by rerum. Cheque’ PO to: 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, 

Kent TN30 6UJ. Tel: 0580 64726 
‘etal. Dealer enquires welcome 

Pri 
PHILDATA, 

8, Richmond Terrace, 
Pudsey, W. Yorks. 

EN Tsis 9BY, 
ACCESS Orders. Telephone (08 78851 

Adventure Creator 
48K 2X SPECTRUM 

The Cheapest, Easiest & Better 
‘way to create Adventures! 

language or program 
the program 

‘own grapttcs. 
This 18 the only program that lets you 

ty, dvontures 
2, with no 

placed on the adventures you cre 
Thi 
tion manual 
ture game, called “London Town’ 

ed cheques? 0. to 
“FUSION” 

17 Crome Close, Colchester, 
Essex CO3 400. 

(ester enquiries welcome) 

NEW for the 

ATARI 400/800 
A superb simulation of the popular 
card game PONTOON (32K min). 

Fun {or all ages. Supplied on 
Autobot cassette: £7.50 inc. p&p 

‘also 
REPEATER THE cassette 

duplicator, Will make a back-up copy 
‘or M/Code or BASIC tapes including 

autoboot and/or mult-load. 
Supplied on Autoboot cassette: 

£5.50 inc. p&p 
‘THE SOFTWARE CELLAR 

16 Shel 

‘YOUR OWN SOFTWARE BUSINESS’ 

luding a Legal Pract 
ting, Signing Whiters, Ci 
Order Now! Send £3.99 to: TMB. (HC), Prestwich, 

the prior written consent of the company 
The contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and all copyright and all other intellectual property rights therein belong to Argus 

Law of Copyright and other intellectual property rights and by virtue of international copyright conventions are 
SSNO264-4991 



SOPHISTICATED 
GAMES for VIC 20 

VIC CRICKET Realistic game of skill 
id luck with all the major rules of 
icket correctly interpreted. Full 

scorecard, printer and game save 
facilities, Needs 16K expansion. 

LEAGUE SOCCER Leage champion: 
ship game for two to 22 teams/players. 
‘Automatic fixtures, full action com 
‘mentaries, match facts. League tables, 
results check, postponed games, etc 
Non league matches also playable — 
the VIC will even make the cup draw. 
Printer and game save. Needs 16K 
expansion, £5.99" 
WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have 
gathered for drinks at Murder Manor. 
However one of them has more than 

on his mind. Thrilling detective 
for one to six players, with ly different murder every time. 

‘ou can even rename the suspects! 
Needs 8K expansio 14.99" 
TOP OF THE POPS Money making 
‘game about the music business. Make 
‘your own records and see them climb 
the chart. Printer and game save 
facilities. Needs 8K expansion. 

£4.99 
VIC PARTY 4 contains MASTER. 
WORD. A DAY AT THE RACES, 
GAME  X (Strip Poker), and CON 
SEQUENCES, Four games ranging from the serious to the ridiculous. All 
{good fun — nothing offensive. Needs 
atleast 3K expansion. £5.99° 

Sophisticated Games, 
Dept HCW, 27 Queens Road, 
Keynsham, Avon BS18 2NQ 

Tol: 02756 3427 
{for details of our full range 

"BP free (UK 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE? 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

IECTIONS 

AQUARIUS 
SOFTWARE (GAMES) 
THE MAZE 
Exciting new challenging 30 game 
ROCKY RUN 3.95 {By the Author of The Maze) 
BRICK A BRICK 4.95 Traditional breakout style game 
Make Cheques & POs payable to: 

ARGON ENTERPRISES 
[21 Camden Close, Chadwell St. Mary 

‘Essex RMIG 4H 
Trade enquiries on Basildon 27542 

747 Pilot for VIC-20 with Super 
Expander Cartridge. £6.99 from 
Victay (HCW), 12 Leahill Close, 
Malvern WRI4 2UE 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARK' 

NEW RELEASE FOR THE 
UNEX TI-99/4A 

“The Grave Robber’ Guide Homey around the veyed 
Dangerous objets tctte exh 
ties Wath out forte boa Vee 
Saly £3.95 Send Cheques POs 

MICROSONIC 
85 Malmesbury Road, 

Grove Software for the 19K Jupiter 
Ace, Mastermined/Bomber or 
Pairs/Submarines, £5.50 each tape. 
S.A.E, for catalogue G. S., 2 Grove 
Court, Penge, London, 

SPECTRUM 
The Hobbit (Melbourne)* £11.65 
Valhalla (Legend) £11.65 
Colossal Adventure 
(Level 9)* £9.00 

Snowball (Level 9)* £9.00 
The Forest (Phipps) £9.00 

*also available for 
Commodore 64— BBC B 

OFFERS APPLY UNTIL APRI 

Weston-Super-Mar 
Tel: 0934 26339 (for your com 

LA MER SOFTWARE, 22 West Street, 

FANTASIES !! 
Jetpac, Lunar Jetman, Atic 

Atac (all ULTIMATE) for the 
Spectrum £4.50 each: 
PERIPHERALS 

CBM 64 Simon's BASIC £45 
(save £5) 

IL 20th 1984, Cheques & POs to: 

re, Avon BS23 1JU 
puter needs between 10-6pm) 

Title Publisher 
Krazy Kong PSS. 
Manic Miner Bug Byte 
Tranz Am Ultimate 
Zzoom Imagine 
‘Spawn Of Evil DK Tronics 

Post & Packing: 4Op per order. 

155 Sanctuary Way, Grim: 

— SPECTRUM SOFTWARE SALE — 

sts for Oric, BBC, Commodore 64, VIC-20 also 
CAROLINE SOFTWARE, 

RRP Cost 
£5.95 £3.80 
£5.95 £4.40 
£5.50 £4.00 
£5.50 £3.85 
£4.95 £3.70 

S.A.E. forlist of other titles 
ailable, 

sby, South Humberside 

Atari 400 with typewriter keyboard, 
410 cassette, 10 cartridges/games 
Ideal beginners kit. Offers — 
‘Campbell 01-637 2400 (day), 01-385 
3621 (evenings). 

TI-99/4A and joysticks, extende 
BASIC, various modules, gan 
tapes and books. Cost £300 will take 
£150 0.n.0. Tel: Northwood 27213. 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
All models bought for cash. 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

PROSOFT—_; 
We are seeking inventive: Spectrum] 
Machine Code Programmers. We: 
to offer you our co-operative mark 
ing drive and ideas, so don’t waste your 
time, send. some’ of your work of 
cassette with your name, address and| 
lephone number to: 

PROSOFT 
54 Union Street, 
Melksham, Wilts 

Atari 400 cartridges urgently re- 
quired, Top prices. Write only, 
L. Sutherland, 14 Middlefield 
Crescent, Aberdeen 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 1 
Simply print your 

5 words) 
message in the coupon and 

send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., F 
1 Golden Square, Londo 
Tel: 01-437 0699. 
Name 
Address 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

weeks. 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
on WIR 3AB 
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Texas T199/4A a 
ARENA Ill (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 
‘Space war. Defend your ship from attacking aliens. Battle your way 
to Arga. To land, you must blast out a landing strip. Descend from 
ship through treacherous meteor storms. Laser cannon, neutron 
bombs, space walks. This game has the lot. 
AZTEC GOLD (EXT. BASIC) £6.95 
Alltext adventure for player who enjoys solving cryptic clues, Learn 
about genuine Aztec gods as you go around the island of Tencoatl in 

_ search of the Temple. Includes on-screen map. Full separate 
instructions. 
POSTMANS KNOCK (BASIC) £4.95 
“ON YOUR BIKE” says the Boss. Wobble through dense country: 

side. Postletters; empty postboxes; pick up parcels. Have you time 
to do it, before the post office does the sorting? Ride the regulation 
bike (with bell). Itis not easy! Extra screen for High Scores, unless 
you are sacked first! DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders post free. 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELFORD, Shropshire TF3 1LX. 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders post free 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside. TELFORD. Shropshire TF3 1LX 

TI-99/4A [lua TI-99/4A 
DADDIE’s HOT £5.95 Drive through aheep nica “Woods, over rivers and. avoid al 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads 
HCW gave five stars, 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5.95 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun. 
THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 
in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictive and entertaining 
BATTLESTAR ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
Stop the battlestar before it blows up youhome planet. A fast game 
with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
level one a very addictive game’ 

Send cheque or P.0. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 60D 
SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer 

NEW!! 

SYSTEM CENTER 

% SUPERB 24% DESK HOLDS ALL 
CURRENT HOME COMPUTERS 

% ADEQUATE ROOM FOR 
PERIPHERALS 

+ EASY CLEAN TEAK EFFECT 
FINISH 

% EYE LEVEL MONITOR/T.V 
SHELF. LOWER MAG, SHELF 

Send Coupon now t 
BASE ONE, 215 QUEENS ROAD, 
NOTTINGHAM NG9 28T 

tes acne 

ASAA.Utd. Brook House. Tomngton Place. London WCE 7HN. 
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NEW ORIGINAL GAMES 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 

@ NIGHTMARE PARK ss intact « compendium of 14 
‘games. The task ofthe users to gain as many points as possible travelling 
throughamaze besetby obstacies at every turn. These inturiationg obstacles 
are overcome by a combination o skill, sharp reflexes or by sheer good luck. 
making Nightmare Park a suitable game for all ages. 

PRICE £7.99 
@ DOTS & BOXES ssaninitigent game wnere the userand 
the computer take tums in completing boxes by drawing a line between two 
dots. The aim of the game is to win the most boxes whilst skifully minimising 
the number of boxes given away to the computer. 

PRICE £6.95 
@ HEXAPAWN rorstratogicandpersistontpiay. The opponent 
(computer) has no intial strategy buts programmed tolearn trom the user's 
wins fo improve its own strategy. 

PRICE £5.95 

@ CHOPPER LAND your cropper is cnartered to transtor 
goods from your base and land SAFELY. An exciting new game full of 
surprises. 

PRICE £7.99 

2 Vouchers Send Cheques/PO: 

A.R. SOFTWARE Collect this voucher and 
86 Avonbrae Crescent Lally ds den 
Hamilton, Scotland Computing Weekly and 

Tel: 0698 282036 antane Pan DOTS 
DEALER ENQUIRIES | {avo you wn our ox WELCOME ,_ | APAWH comps PEE 

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME 

If you order goods from Mail Order Advertisers in this 
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this 
publication will consider you for compensation if the 
advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, 
provided: 

1 You have not received the goods or had your mon 
returned; and 

2. You write to the publisher of this publication explain- 
ing the position not earlier than 28 days fromthe day 
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 
that day, 

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. 
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim 
and what evidence of payment is required. 
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in 
accordance with the above procedure as soon as 
possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 
‘or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of 
ail insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher 
amounts, or when the above procedures have not been 
complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but 
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 
reader's difficulties 
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in 
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 
(not, for example, payments made in response toc 
logues, etc, received as a result of answering such 

advertisements): 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED. 





METAMORPHOSIS CREATOR'S REVENGE | y, 
‘You stumbled into the nest of the Cyglorx The creator assembled a masSive army of LE 
ord tnd yourself Aghting of TObor orks, robots and Ingects to takeevenge on the t AG ) 

4 
r 

guarding the Cyglorx eggs. You think you earth Desttoy ingees, get eases, anc get 
eed cr earolandinerine tenemos Geaeivator, Batic Z, 
‘eggs start hatching. Commodore 64 version _ robots and the Neutron bomb A 

features 4 different screens. before it annihilates’ city Miss and you 4 
VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 must face the mutants. Features 4 different A 

£7.95 screens. 
‘COMMODORE 64 4 

£7.95 a 

OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE = 

ATIONS 
SPT Telephone 01-437 3156/7p\. 


